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-PREFAGE--
-v ALIDATION--STATEMEN-T 
The Nlmbus-r ERH -NET, on 11/10/81, agreed -that the tIrst year ERB Master 
Archival Tapes are valld (the scientific algQr-lthms-repl'eSent ollr--state-of-the-e.rL-
knowledge and have been correctly Implemented In computer coae], 2roViaeOtnaf a 
-document be- written summariZiJlgcurrently knowR-lIIIIOtItalies, tw rJistritMtkM 10'-
archive useI'S'. 
-rroCUMENT INFORMATION CONTENT 
This document-will provide necessary background.-lntormation to- the scientific 
-community for using E1UJ-1, Master Archival Tapes (MA'O. Three separate 
documents are required to provide this Information. Two ate" ~ta-lneGTn- -tfiis 
report. 
o MAT User's Guide and as Appendix DJ-the MAT ctuaUty Co:ttrol for the-F-it'S~ Year 
"'The third, tbe-1\fAT Tape ~ecifications Document, ilr in 1be- Nimbus 'EJ)sEr,atWn 
Processing System Requirements- DocUment "'NG-13. 
-Most of the re!erences listed in the text are only available from Dr. Kyfe, the 
NASA NET team leader. Those available from most technical libraries are also 
given in the reference section. 
i i 
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l..LContent.oLthis User's Guide 
'The MAT User's Guide will describe the Earth Radiat.~0n Budget (ERB) experiment 
-~eneral description of the ERB instrument. The document will also 
fnelude Jnfurmation on the contents of the MAT, the caIibr'ltion,andthe earth-
Joeatfoa methods used In the production of the MAT. 'The User'3 Guide will serve 
as the principal document tor using MAT data by- the -sci':'ltiflc--cc:,"1\munity. 'The 
MAT -QuaUty Con-trot-Document will be a supplement to the User's Guide and will 
eontain a cretanea-aescription of the consistency of the format of the-M-&Tandthe-
seientlflc-val1dlty oCtile data on the- MAT. These-descriptions w-ill-be-done on a 
dally basis for each data..,ear. A third document will contaJn---the tape-
specifications tor the. -MAT. '!be tape specifications docwnent- -will provide: tha 
Cormat:-:ol--the-MA-T--along- with descrip-tfons -of the information-contained on the 
tapes. 
1.2 Background On Nimbus and ERB Experiment 
The--NimbUs--7=spac-ecratt-was launched on October 24, 19'18 from the Western Test 
Range- -of Vandenberg Air FOl"::e Base .. caUfornia by a thrust-eugmented Delta 
Vehicle. The-spacecrafl-is in a 955 kUometer sun~\'llchronous polar orbit. The 
satellite -orbit Has equator erossblis at close to loe&l ii~(aseetr.fingpand"t1tidnigtrt" 
(descending) with 26.1 degl-ees of longitude separation. The orbital period is about 
104.16 minutes. The Nimbus-7 spacecraft is shown in Figure 1. 
'The Nimbus-'I mission has afforded the opportunity to conduct a variety of 
experiments in the pollution, oceanographic and meteorological disclpUnes. It 
provides an opportunity to assess each instrumentts- operation in-the space-
environment and to co-llect a- sizable- body of data with- the global-and seasonal 
coverage needed for support of each experiment. This mission also extends and 
refines the sounding anc:Latmospheric structure measurement capabilities demon-
strated by experiments on previous Nimbus observatories. There are seven 
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EARTH. RADIATION BUDGET 
The Earth Radlafion:-&dget (E.RB) exp~"iment utilizes an instrument very similar 
to the ERB-experimentonNimbus-6. The EJtB-1 instrUment began recording data 
routinely on November-1S, 1918. The objective at the experiment is to determine, 
over time scales at a year, the earth radiation budget on both synoptic and 
planetary scales by simultaneous measurement ot: 
1) -Incoming solar radIation 
o -Out:going earth-refiected <shortwave) and earth emitted long 
wave radiation by: 
a. Fixed -wtde-engle sampling ot these terrestrial tIuxes at the 
-.mWtecaltitude. 
~b.--- -~Scanned- narrow-angle sampling ot the a.ngularradiance 
t..oomponents. 
A second objectiYe f$to develop angnlar models of therefleetion -and-emission ot 
radiation tram clouds and earth surtaces1,2,3. 
One purposa-ot1his1nultt-lnstrument satellite was- to allow data-trom-two-or-.more 
instruments to be used together to provide more intormation reprding the 
interaction- between- the-sun- and the- earth's -weather and- cUmate. Some studies 
which-lnelucte-"ERlr data are: (1) The use ot TH1R cloud data in conjunction_ with 
the ERB scanner data to develop bi-directional refiectance models tor sunlight 
rellected tram various targets, e.g_hlg~ middle, and lowelouds,-GPeR"-OOftJt,-SAOW 
and ice and various land surfaces4; (2) Data 1'rom the ERR NFOV channels were 
eomparr.d with eo-located narrow-band (channel 5) data trom the CcastalZone 
Color Scanner to perform a cross-ehedc on the inferred ERB cah"bration 
adjustmen tsS• 
The ER8-scanner-operateci-on-a-two-day on, one day otf dutr~cle-fsee--'I'able-:~on 
page 41) from December ~U8 - April 19'19due to interference from--theLIMS 
instrument. When the LIMS instrument became inoperative around April 1919 the 
EBB scann~ duty- cyeIe--beeame 3 days on, one day otC. 1his pattern contulDed 
until the ERB-1 scanner taUed on June 22, 1980. A daily tabulation at the -ERB 
scan mode history can ~e found in the appropriate MAT QC Document. 
3 
1.3 QuaUtt-Statemen~on-1Waster-Archival Tapes (r.1A~ 
The ERB-7 MA!l"s-tor-the-lirst-year ot data trom November 1978 -()(!tobu-197!t 
have been processed by- the Nimbus- <l>servation Processing System (NOPS) at-
Goddard S&>ace Flight Center (GSFC). The MATs contain calibrated 
radianceslirradiaJlces=and=raw-:tUgnat~data- values- tor-all channe~, pills tempera;tore-
monitoclnC data.-ocb1taJ aDd attitude- data, and DIgital So]U~ Aspect: Sensot-~~ 
data. In addlt1onr-~and informat"-m are computed !or"eacll-«bit 
and tor the day. 1bese tapes are-then sent to-the National ~ace ~:t"nce Data 
Center (NSSDC) tor archlving.-The-NSSDC will then make l"e MAT'savailable-tct 
the scientific community. To assist the user In making maximum utilization oLthls-
data set, theEIUrNimbus Experiment Team (NEn has scientifically evaluated the 
MAT data. The NET analysis indicates that the data contained on the tirst~ear 
MAT's are of ~h"weYer, ~1 peculiarities ot the datarnust-be 
properly understoocf1il orCfer- to-use- it tOl' menttrlc studies. The peCUliarities or 
the data are explained In more detail In a later section ot this document (see 
Appendix B) and also ~In thLMA1'-QCDooumen~ Information or. the range-ot 
expected values tor the digital count data and the irradiance/radiance data along 
with various other ntw"eIrHpmr-data~ also provided in the sepal'llt8_ MAr'qC 
Document. MonthJy-~a.ammary~lS)- tapes containing. aU tile. MAT QC data-and the-
~orbita1 and-daBy-summariu-trom-the- first year- MAT's have been created to assist 
the ERS NET in evaluating-the- overall seientilic validity ot the MAT data. 1l\e 
MAT QC data represents a complete and detaUed analysis ot the :\1AT data and 
should be helpful to users ot this data. 
Each MAT contains data whi<'.h was calibrated by using the equations and 
coefficients developed by the ERB-7 NET team. These equations represent the. 
latest state-of-the-art technology available when the processing sottwarewas~ 
developed (19'17-1980). The calibration history will be discussed in somewhat more 
detail in a later section ot this user's guide. For a more complete description ot 
the calibration algorithms and histor"J the user should review reterences S througb 
9. 
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The calibration methods used -Cor- some oC the channels were- not the optimal 
techniques Cor ERS-type studfes. F.or example, degradation ot the sensor (channel 
llh sensor memory ol~p' E C ling SI:'e!lPS (ehanneI13 and 14) and heating of the 
dome- and sensor (channer---t3Jr4t-are not corrected tor in the processini.- oC the 
MAT. H:)wever, in producing the-solar and earth radiation budget products 
(SEFDT, MATRIX data sets> trnmthe MAT's several Improved calibration 
techniques were useQ. -POI' exam~le, a solar zenith angle and timedependenL 
Calibration AdjustmeItt 1'ablrt~1S-1lPPIied to ehannel 13 in the proeessing- etC 
the SEFDT and MA~d8ta sets. .. "l1'fe ealibration techniques and equations used 
in the processing- of the MAT -are- discussed in more detaU- in- the -Calibration 
Section 4.0 (on pSJe 21) and in-section s.-4-3.o (on pages 21 through 26) on the 
Calibration Adjustmen~Tables.-
2.0 OVERVIEW OF ERB EXPERIMENT AND INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTIO!i-
, 
'The ERB instrument eonsist"$·ot~F8ClfouIefel!·tmit with approximate dimensions 
33 cm x 36 cm x 48 C!m and a weight of. 32~ 1 kg (Figure 2). The instrument 
measures radiation in 22 diflerent ~ :cs.l channels. Ten solar chaMels (labeled 1 
through 10c) measure incoming solar radiation. Four earth-viewing channe1s (11 
through 14) with lixed wide.-e.ngle !lelds.-ol--view-~FOV) mea~re radiation lrom the-
entire earth disc. Eight -e!rth-vfewi."lg -channelS scan Crom nadir to horizon in 
several vertical planes with narrow~gle- Cields-of-view. Ch~nnels 15-18- measure 
short wavelength radiation while ·channels- 19-22 measure 10&1g wavelength 
radiation6• nte spectral cnaracteristics--of-:the-solar, wide field-ol-view (WFOV) 
and narrow lield-ol-view (NF0-V)-channels-are-provided in Tables 1, 2 and 3 
respectivtlly. Sorne additional(details on the solar, WFOV and NFOV channels along 
with a oriel description on tha. EBB SCft"--modes- and data sampling- rates are 
provided by Jacobowitz ~-f19'1S)-amt-Soulrll98a);-7,8-
'!be lollowing two journal papers provide_8._dec:,t .. iption otthe Nimbus-6 ERn 
experiment and data and should be..uset'ul-Co1!-general background inCormation since 
both experiments are similar. 
" Jacobowitz, H., W. 1.. Smith, H. -B. Howell,F. W. Nagle, J. R. mckey, 
1979. 'I1te First 18 Months .JC Planetary Radiation Budget 
Measurements trom the Nimbus-6 ERB Experiment. Journal oC the 
Atmospheric Sciences, 36, 501-51:1. 
o W. 1.. Smith, J. Hickey, H. B. Howell, H. Jacobowitz, D. T. Hillp.ary, 
and A. J. Drummond, 1977. Nimbus-6 Earth Radiation Bu<4;et 
Experiment. Applied Clpt.ic:-~
2.1 Solar Channels 
'!be ERB experiment measures th~ incoming so1ar-l'adia tion in ten spectral channels 
at the southern terminator crossing as the- satellite orbits over Antarctica. The 
spectral intervals monitored by these channelsal'e shown in Figure 3 along with the 
1971 standard extra terrestrial N A3A curve-. 1ltese- bands were. selected to provid~ 
meaurements ol the "solar constant", necessary Cor earth heat budget 
6 










Figure 2 Earth Rddiatlon Budget Sensor 
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CIIARA(.'TERISTICS QF ERB SOLAR CHANNELS 
Solar Irradianee 
Channel Sensor (c) Wavelength Limits Fiher Cd) AirMa~ Clai" Nqise Eqlllvalent 
Type (lAm) Zero CWm-~) Irr~diance (Wm-2) 
I N3 0.2 -" 3.8 Suprasil W 1370 692.~ 1.71 x 10-2 
2 (a) N3 0.2 - 3.8 Supr~$i!W 1310 68~'f 101~. t' 
3 N3 (0.2 to) 50 Non~ 1310 101 '.4~ x ~-2 I I 4 N3 0.526 -" 2.8 OG~13~ 910 91 . l.°T-? 
.33 ,.~ 5 N3 0.698 - 2.8 RG695 619 1.91 IQ-? 
' II I 
U N3 p.395 - 0.508 l~terfere~cQ 206 8SI2.~ ~.S8 Ib-~ 
Filter 
7 N~ 0.344 - 0.460 .. 166 11964.7 5.73. JO-~ 
8 N~ 0.300 - 0.410 ,. 109 2698513 7.SS ~ 10-~ 
9 K2 0.275 - 0.360 ,. 51 9808,6 0.94" IO-~ 
JOC(b) II-I" (0.2 to> SO None 1370 2791,0 2.39 X 10-2 
Notes: (a) Channels I and 2 are redundant. Channel I Is 1l0rmaUy shuttered and is open periodically 
to adjust value ofehannell. 
(b) Channell OC is a self-calil.rating Co1Vity channel added to Nimblls 1 lind replacing a UV ~hlln,.,cl 
on Nimbus 6. 
(e) AII:arc types of Eppley wire wound thermopiles. 
«(.I) Values ohtained from adjusted Nimhus 6 resulls. 
• The unencumbered FOV for all channcls is 10 degrees; the mal(lmUIU neld is 26 degrees (or 
Channels I through 8 and I DC. The maximum rOV for Channel 91s 28 degrees. 
I 
I 
" J () 
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-0 !. i 
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Channel Wavelength Limits 
(I'm) 
II <0.2 to >50 
12· <O.~ 10>50 
13 0.1 103.8 
14 0.695 10 ~.8 
TA8LE 2 
CHARACT~RISTICS OF ERB WFOV CHANNELS 
Approximate 
Filter Irradianc;Q Ranse Non-Amplified 
AnCicip:ited (Wm' 2) SignalOlnput 
(mV) 
None ~200lot600 -2.1 to 7.6 
No,..~ -200tot~OO -2.1 to 1.6 
2 Suprasil W 010 50 o to $.7 • 
"JPhera o to ~SO o to ~.2 RG 95 
He ispheres 
Bf't een 2 
Supfasil W 
Heitlispheres 




(Bits/Wm-l ) (Wm-2) 
1.707 61~S x 10-3 
1.707 655 x 10-3 , , 
~.276 6i~S x 10-3 
:4.096 6,~5 x Io-~ 
I 
. 
, i I I I 
I I I L 
Notes: ·Clllionels II and 12 are red4ndaot channels. ChaOoel II ha~ blaett paioted barnq and is used fpr ,n~night c.libratiq ... of 
Channel 12. Channel 12 ha~ polished aluminum barnes similaf to those ~n Nimb"s 6, 
• All channels have type N3 thermopile sensors. 
• All channels have an unencumbered rOY of 121 degrees and a maximum FOY of t 33.3 degrees. Chllnncl 12 has I'n 
additional FOY selection of 89.4 degrees unencumbered. I. 2.4 degrees maximum. 













CHARACTERISTICS OF ERB NFOV SCANNING CKANHELS 
W~vclen8th Limlta Filter FOV Relpqnl~vity 
(pm) (P~~tcc,) (VJW R,M~/RMS) 
I 
I 0.2~ ~ s.ti 1°" 0.2 to 4'1 Supra~IW ;1 I t 




Radi.1l1=C' ,(Wcm-2,tr'~ , 
, 31 x 1"-5' ' 
, ,,' 
1.8 x I~-.~ 
I I I 
I NEP 
(W Hz-~) I 
, 
, . 
I 6.~Sx lr~ 
I 
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computations, and of solar energy in spectral-subdtvblOii$ In·the -ultraviolet and 
visible regions where solar emission variability may occur and where uncertainties 
exist In present values of the solar emission spectrum. The "solar constant" 
channels 3 and lOc measure the ent1re--soIar-spectrum fi'om O;Z-Um"""toSOum. 
2.2 WFOV Channels 
F.arth~mitte<l infrared radiation and earth~nected-soIar-radfation are measured 
with fixed, wide-angle FOV sensOrs. The four sensors.each_hua..an..unencumbered 
FOV of 121 degrees and a maximum FOV of 133.3 degrees. From the Nimbus-7 
orbit altitude ot 955 km the earth subtends an angle of 120.8 degrees. This qle Is 
creater than that lor the Nhnbus1 ERB beeaose: the Himbus-6".lIltftude is higher; 
thereby reducing the angle subtendect I)y the earth. The- channet FOY's were not 
modified for Nlmbus-7. 
The measurements taken by these channels provid8-a--d1rect measure of the 
terrestrlalflux passing through a unit area at sateWtecltit\lde. An- integration of 
these measurements over the ·entlre globe, -togeth&l"'1lith . the solar constant 
observations, provide a measure ot the net radiation -balance 'l~ the earth-
atmosphere system. Measurements of the radiation- l1ux-1'et1ected"1n the shortwave 
region (0.2 urn to 3.8 um), In addttIon to those ot the- total earth radiation nux (1).2 
um to 50 um), permit separation ot the planetary albedo and long .vavr· nux 
components of the observed J1~t radiation nux. 
An earth nux channel (14) and a solar flux channel-(S) me8SUl.9. udfation In the 
0.698 um to 2.8 um Interval enabling the planetary albedo to be defined tor the 
spectral ~rerions below 0~895 um and above 0.895 um. These two spectral 
.. egions separate the total backscattered radiation Into the molecular plus aerosol 
contribution and the aerosol-dominant spectral contribution. The separation Is 
important Cor assessing the contributlonoC aerosols to any -cretectable variations ot 




2.3 NFOV Scannir.g Channels 
"'lhe ERB also obtains measurements of the radiance oLeartlL-t'enected solar 
-radiation (0.2 um to 4.8 uml tram channels 1$ throagfp-r8=8f1'If e41 th-t!lIIitted long 
_wave radJation (5 um to SO um) from c:ttanneJs. l$tfii ougfi'- 'no 1Trese channels, 
whieb have a rectangular Instantaneous Field-of-Vlew-{IPOV)-or-~cfegrees x 5.12 
-degrees are designed to obtain a large number of angulatlY~dependent views ot 
the same geographical &rP..a as the Nimbus spacecraft-orbits-overhead. The 
orientation of the 5.12 degree width is in the direction perpendicular to the scan 
direction and the orientation ot the 0.25 degree path is in the scan direction. As 
-the seimner pares near nadir, 20 !FOY's are integrate<fby-the--onboard'proceSSlJr to 
~lorm a single 50 x 3.12c effective aperture. This drops to 10 !FOY's at a nadir 
angle of 350, to 5 IFOY's at 500 and to one IFOV at 560 ofl nadir angle. The 
effective size ot the earth tootprints are indicated -in- Ffgure=--tttor several 
sateWte zenith angles as viewed from the- center of--tl1e tootpl'int. "The speed of 
the scan slows at increased nadir angles so that -tfRr dwe1rtfme on an effective 
footprint remaIns constant. 
The ERB Nimbus Experiment Team (NET) has utilized the scanner data in two 
relevant studies. Stowe et al., 2, 3 have constructed characteristic angular 
distribution models for a variety ot renecting surtace conditions such as high, 
middle and low clouds, clear ocean, snow and ice, and various land surtaces. In 
addition, the NET is utilizing some ot these models with the scanning chaMel 
observations to determine dally, monthly and seasonarradtation-~ on a scale 
or about 500 km (ERB-7 MATRIX). This data set will also be available tram the 
1lational ~ace Science Data Center (NSSDC) at the NASA Goddard ~ace Flight 
Center. 
2.4 Scan GeometrY end Scan Modes 
'Uta basic scan geometry of the ERB is shown in Figure-4-B.- -The -five ERB scan 
modes are - shown schematicallY in Figure S. These--~ -modes- permit the -
observation of radiation from various scenes over a wide variety of incident and 
emerging angles. Four scan patterns are a com~Ue ot 10llr and short grids. A 
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Figure 5 ERB Scan Modes. 
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direet1cn aad.ctbeft eonelUded with a long grid in the at,t dlrection.---~8JFpatlem 
five Is- a composite :It scan mode 3 tOllowed Immediately by mode 4. Scan-modes-
1-4 obtain -a maximum number ot angularly Independent vfews- ol a giver. 
geographical area. When the instrument is In one ot these tour modes ot operation, 
.th4 scan pattern is repeated every 112 seconds (7 major fl'ame~or-every=70o-knr 
=along the subpolnt track. 'lbese tour sean modes ensure 1heaJrmty to-obtain 
.lUUDerOUS obselYations ~. the principal plana of the sun, the p18ne In which the 
-greatest angular variations In :oetlectecJ sunlight occur. -SCan mode -5~ which-was 
designed to be the normal mode oloperation to obtain maximum-e&rt11-eove1'8iet-is-
repeated every 224 seconds 01" every 1400 km along the-subpofnrtrack~u 
-,"-;nomal operating conditions about 19 percent ot the scanning data is lost-due 10 
space looks and-gfmbal motion of the scan head (see ~tlon 3.3 on DaUl QuaUty 
-c-Eacs on theM-An. 
-2.5 Data Sampling 
-'Radiance observations from the NFOV scanning channels 15-22 are taken every 0.5· 
seco~ and imldianee observations every 4 seconds (or the WFOV chaMels 11-14. 
111e solar channels 1-10 are sampled every· second. 'I11e- ERB datartogether-wfUt 
data from-several other instruments, are grouped by the onboard satellite Versatile 
htot.mationProcessor (VIP) Into data blocks consisting ot 8Ox80 YlOM-matrices. 
_caned maJortrames (MF). Each lIF contains 16 secon~ ot data. For each MF the 
-ERB data consists ot 32 measurements tor each NFOV channel 15-22, 4 
measurements tor each WFOV channel 11-14 and 18 measurement" tor each solar 
channel 1-10 plus temperature and housekeeping data. The data from the other 
instruments is not contained on the MAT. The scan patterns 1",( ~-":MF 
ttr2 seconds) to complete and scan pattern 5 requires 14 MF(22..Lseconds}-to-
comprete. 
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3.0 CONTEN'l'S-OF THE MAT 
The MAT cent'lins calibrated radiance/irradlance data and raw dlgital-ceants -t~ 
an 22 channels. Temperature menitering data as well as erbital, attitude, scan 
-encoder and Digital Solar Aspect Sensor (DSAS) data ate also pl'evlded. The. tape 
---'also-- contains~fnfermation en the data quality-of the radlance-lirradlance-
measure":lents, temperature measurements, and DSAS data. These qualttjo--tJags 
--arts-discussed In mere detail In Section 3.3. In addition, the locatiens cn the earth 
of both the WFOV and NFOV data are also provided. These data are arranged such-
that 16 seconds, or one major frame (MF) et data is contained in a-Iogical-record. 
The orbital and-daily summary records ccntain summary statiStics and Infcrmaticn-
on the orbit a.ncLday. Each cf these re~erds is also contained in ene logical recerd 
en the MAT. 
A header record containing Infcrmaticn on the MAT day, generaticn date, and 
-algcrithm verslcn-number is tound at the beginning of the tap~. This-header recerd-
appears en the MAT two times and ccnstitutes one file. The logical-and physical 
records centaining the MF data, erbital and daily summaries constitute-a-secend. 
file (there- are two logical recerds- itt each-physical reeord). A-cah"bra-tien 
Adjustment Table (CAn is ccntal'led In the third and last file en the tape. Fcr 
=more-eomplete".intormation on the specifications of the MAT it wW be -necessary to 
review the MAT Tape !%?ecitications Document9 prepared by the Nimbus 
Observatien Processing System (NOPS). 
3.1 Descriptien ef Radfance/Jl'radfance Data 
-The-raw digital-count valUes fer all channels are provided fer each-MF-et-data-en-
the MAT as fellews: 
0- -SOlar channels 1-10: One observation tor eacn channel per 






WFO-¥-chann?~ U-14: One observation Co~ each channehvery-4~ 
seconds, " observations times 4 channels per MF. 
NFOV channels 15-22: One observation per channel every halt 
second,-32 observations times 8 chaMels per !'rtF. 
lbe- ealibrated. Jrradlance/radlance data Cor WFOV ebanneJs U-14and: :NEO¥. 
channeJs-15-22 are also provided on the MAT with- the same- observational 
Crequency_as the raw digital counts. 
-3;2- -Description of Orbital and Daily Summary Data 
o orbital track inCormation, e.g. time oC orbit, terminator crossings. 
o Instrument statilS summary 
o Average MF irradlance at the solar peak and at the other 4-so1a:. 
time-interYals tor cl1annels 1-101• 
o Average counts at solar peak Cor cftcann~ls 1-10. 
o Statistics Cor the 80 temperature monitors (minimum, maximum, 
mean-and standard deviatioru. 
o Channelll and 11 cahbratioh and shutter statistics 
-The inCormation contained in the daily summary reeorcf is summarized as Collows: 
o Times and dates oC first and last orbits ot day 
., calibration slopes and intercepts Cor channels 11-12 
o Orbit numbers contained on the MAT 
o Sensitivity Cactors for channels 1-10 
o Sean statistics 
o Statistics Cor normalized solar irradiances 
o Statistics Cor electronic gain ratios and go/no go net count ratios 
:1;:1'fie..:sOlar peak, To is computed in MATGEN by locating the two maximum count 
~iifthe orbit Cor ehanneI 2 and then imding the relative minimum count which 
occurs between these maximums. The other 4 solar time intervals are To :13 
minutes and To :26 minutes. 
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~. 1)escriptions ot Data Quality Fiags 
The-data quality flags are tumed on (bit = 1) when the data is taken in- a "data 
--Quallty-loss interval" and set to zero (bit = 0) when the da ta is not taken in 
"data-quality loss intervaJ.1f. The MAT contains "data quality loss flags-fOt= t'fte-
-rouowmg data tor each major frame: 
o WFOVchannels 11-14 observ1tions (16 tIags) 
o NFOVchannels 15-22 obaervations (256 flags) 
o Solar channels 1-10 observations (160 flags) 
o DSAS Alpha and Beta angle (32 flags, 10 tJags) 
o Platinum Temperature Mo!litor (48 flags) 
o 1hermistor Temperature Monitor (80 flags) 
In the first year MAT data set, ephemeris errors originating on the Image Location 
.ThR_e_<n..D- resulted iIt--the occurrence ot undefined subsatellite point--(-SSP)-
-locations for a small number ot major frames on several MAT's. The "data qnaIitr 
loss-Interval" flags tor- an chann~ts, the alpha and beta angles and the....temper.a.ture-
monitors were all set to one for the affected major frames. The MAT QC 
Document contains additional details of this problem as well as the specific MAT's 
- -which iitiYaffectecf!)y tffis problem. 
It {." also:important to note thatMATGEN processing (generation of a ltAT) does 
not reject any 'bad" data from the MAT, it merely labels the data through these 
data quality flags. 
~reld ... Ot-VIew- (FOV) locations on the earth tor the ERB scanning chaMels contain 
till values. when the FOV-Is-undefined. The latitudes and longitudes are set equal to 
~ (22222 Is the Ilc.tual v& .. .Je on the MAT, scaled by 100) when the following 
~-conditions occur: 
(1) FOV is over horizon (this typically occurs about 7 percent of thl!-




;¢2t -GImbal motion r1f sean head (th!s occurs. for %6/%%4 ~ bead 
positions or about--ll.616 of the time for a day). 
O(3t When the FOV on the earth is undefined due to ephemeris errors 
stemming from -the !LT. In the rU'St year MAT data set, this 
oecW"S on 5 MATh-and only for a small number o! major frames of 
~ on each.tape. 
1Yiis-resultsin, nominally, rS-percent or the scan data (channels 15-22) tor a day 
_being unusable. The actual radiance data on the MAT is not set to fill values. The 
fill-values--for-the-latttudes-andiongitudes serve as '1 flag tor screening this data. 
-'I1leFOV-rocations on the earth for the WFOV channels 11-14 and (or the SSP 
latitudes and longitudes tor each major frame also contain fill values of 222.22 
(22222 on the MAT, scaled by 100) when the FOV is undefined~ For the WFOV 
irradiance data this occurs when there are mislocations due to ephemeris errors 
stemmmr..from the ILT. (See MAT Quality Control Document for the speciCic days 
-and=orbits where-th~problem occurs). 
I .' 
--:t;-4--:-canbration -Adjustment Table-(CAn on MAT 
_The CAT IS_Rt'ovlded .in the third file on each MAT. The adjustments for each 
channel in the CAT ~ !!2! applied to the irradianca/radiance data on the MAT. 
These adjustments_ are performed in the various leve!-2 products such as SEFDT 
and MATRIX tor all channels except channel 13. Tn addition, a solar ..:enith angle 
and time-<iependent CAT for channel 13 is applied to the MAT irradianccs in the 
--~ proeessini. -This varying channel 13 CAT does not appear on 
any:-or-the- first year MAT'sl. The data contained in the CAT on the MAT is as 
follows: 
1- The~channel ];3., CAT is available:- on the SEFDT or MATRIX tapes which are also 
available from the NSSDC. The basic data used as inpt1.t tor the generation of this 
CAT &racp~o.vided- in Table 4 (pg. 23). 
z: 
, j llUQ$ I; . • • 
-AOjustments valid trom: 11-6-78 to 11-21-79 
:CAT generated on~ 08-11-80 
Adjustments: Slope Intercept Percent Uncertainty 
-channert ur o. 1.0 
-ChannelZ 1.0 o. 1.0 
::QumneJ!k ~ o. 1.0 
_CbanneL~ ..1.Q... 0. 1..0 
-CflanneTS" 1~-o- o. 1.0 
Channel 6 1.0- o. 2.0 
Channel 7 1.0- o. 4.~ 
Channel 8 l~O o. 6.0 
ChanneL9 1.0- o. 9.0 
--ChanneFlO"e- 1~0- o. 0.3 
Channel 11 1-;0- 8.0 2.0 
-Channel-I%-- 1.0 o. 2.0 
~-~if l;;Cbt 10.0 2.0 1.05 -3.0 2.0 
-Channel 14- LOll -3.0 2.0 
Channel-l-S- 0.91 o. 2.0 
Channel 16 0.87 O. 2.0 
Channel 17 0.92 O. 2.0 
--Channe-l-l-S-- 0;8"3" o. 2.0 
Channel-l9-- 1.0 o. 1.0 
~ I:(J':: o. 1.0 
Channel 21 1.0 o. 1.0 
Channel 22 1.D- o. t.O 
3.5 Channel 13 calibration Adjustments 
A solar zenith angle and time~ependent calibration adjustment has been developed 
for-the--WFOV channel 13 by the ERB NET and is outlined in a report by Dwivedi 
(198!!).10 This data set was later used to generate a varying channel 13 CAT (CH13 
CAn which is applied in SEFDT and MATRIX processing. The data consists of a 
sfope anOmtercept adjustment for 6 solar zenith angle ranges computed for 13 
-ERS-cyc-Ienrom the first year MAT data set. The adjustments provided in Table 4 
-are-given--for-the-12days which represent the mid-point of the ERB cycles used. 
2--Otiginal channel 13 adjustment; see footnote 1, p. 21. 
-cCa.'lity Radiometer 




~00"9P, I I~ I I I t I. lOO-3oc:j I I ~OO I :;-3r, , 3~-'~ i • OOt;r INt. DATE- SLOf~ IffT. SLOP~ INT. ,LOra 'It(T. ILO B INTI ILOP~ I INT. 
November 20,1.71 1.04~ -~.2 1.027 0.4 ~.03. -2.7 I.OU -2 •• I.DU .... •• Dt~ ..... 
December 2. 181. 1.041 -$.2 1.032 -0,' ~.02' -I.' 1.0n -3., 1.041 -707 ..... -7.4 
Pep-ember 14, 111' 1.05a -u 1.038 
-i,' 1.0111 ~7.' 1.041 -4 •• 1,0'0 ..... 1.11" -u 
January I, 111711 1.05~ .. 3.:1 1.027 4,5 1.041 -2.' 1.021 0." 1.042 -3.4 1,,4, -5.f '. ~-: 
February 3, 11111 I,06t! Ho7 1.024 '(,1 l.ni 1.1 1.0n -:l~l li~4~ 4.1 l,t21 -1., '''', , I ~ .. ~ Mar~h II, 11711 1.07. .. ,.2 1.084 -4.0 1.045 1.' 1.041 O. I.D" -1.' 1. 4' -2.t N " -
w April 22, 11171 1.01' .... i 1.077 -D.2 1.050 2.1 1.0U :1.0 1.05' -3.. 1 .... -1.7 :-, ~:. ;0 r'o 
Mey :II, 11711 1.111 -2.1 1.042 '.:1 1.0U 3.2 1.042 1.' 1.0', 4.' 1.05' -4. a r-"'" ., • 
. - . 
July 7, 111711 1.115 -0.3 1.052 '.1 1.0il 3.2 1.051 0.1 1.0" -4.1 1.0" 4.' !:.. :.' 
Aueuatl7, U7. 1.110 -p 1.0511 '.7 1.01Z 1.3 1.012 4.7 1.0~ ".1 1.'14 -4.2 
~, '.~ 
r' " , 
September 17, II" 1.0119 -4.5 1.078 I.' 1.051 4.2 1.041 2.2 I .... -2.1 I.'" 4.' ~', , 
..(d 
Oclober Ir, U711 1.07. -2.0 1.06:1 2.1 1.012 1.3 1.05' 1.0 1.070 4.' 1.011 -4.7 
November 15 .. 111711 1.071 -0.1 I.OS' 2.1 1.0U 4.0 1.031' 3.' 1.05. -1.' I.UI -4.1 
-The date rcpraonll the center 01 the BRB cycle lor which Il1o aorrectlQna ItIouId applY 
... -----.---------.-I Dwlvedl. P.IL, 11112. EM .... 7 CbaMeI 13 Senslth,Uy StUdyl November 1117'-OCt,ber 1171. ..,.,"" lor OSle by ~ ,Ild n. .. 
Systems, b:., under conlract NAS $-2'123. . 
, 
it 
----- '---"'-".-: "'-~-'-"'- --_._-----"'"' 
-------.7.t 
1lre actuat'channel13 CAT was generated by performing a bi-linear interpolation 
en the-daily~values ot the slope and- inte~ts- tor- each ot the 6 solar zenith angle 
-ranges provided. The-result is a first year channel 13 CAT containing 201 slopes 
-an¢.:lntercepts:.(.··1Qa0--to-+11)Oo, In one degree increments} tor each day. For those 
-angles--exceeding:- +100-degrees, the value.at the extremes is used. The adjustment 
--ractors are aISo-assumecfconstant within a day. 
The channel 13 CAT for the first year is contained on the SEFDT and MATRIX 
.tap.u and can be -made available Cromthe NSSDC when ordering a MAT. The 
.-speCificatfonsoC-th-e ·format or the channel 13 CAT contained on the SEFDT tape 
can be round in the SEFDT Data User's Guide.ll 
3.6 Extraction of Data From the MAT and Application of C&Ubratiun 
Adjustments 
Parameters can be extracted trom the MAT in the following manner!: 
'f';-POSition MA-r---wfirst tile and read in header record consistir1g ot 630 -8 
blt~rds. 
2. Pos~tion to tile two and read in a physical record consisting ot 6732 - 16 
~bl~~ pbys1ea1.reeord there are !.logical records. Each 
logical record consists of 3364 - 16 bit words, with the last 4-16 bit words 
spares. A logIcal record can either contain a major Crame ot data, an 
orbital or a dauy summary. It a physical record trom the MAT is read 
into a 16 bit array of length 6732 (MATPR) then each array position 
:eonesponcJs to a:word in the reeord. In general, each word corresponds to 
_Lparame.teLlrLthe record <there are some exceptions, e.g. satellite 
altitude is given in two words or 32 bits). 
--~-------~-----------------1 .The. methodology described here has proven to work efficiently on the IBM 360/91 
-and-30S1 at ·GSFe. ~It-is recognized that various other methods are available 
depend .. " on the computer.. system used. 
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-~,-- . -----.. ~--...®-+. 
3. -AssigrLa.,.pointer..:to-identify the 10gicaT record within the physical record. 
The first position in the array MATPR (0+1) corresponds to word one, 
...:.Iogfearrecord one..--The array position- MATPR (3364+1) corresponds to 
-=-word=one-,..logieatrecro~two. Similarly.: 
MATPR (0+2)- MATPR (3364+2) 
_l\tATEtR-<0~3L -MATPlt (3384+3) 
-.4.-Determbitt""'the~lc:lgicalE reeont typa1t.e. major trame, orbital Of' daily 
-summary)-.by::exam-infng=the second ld-btt word in the array (MATPR(O+2), 
MATPR(3364+2».- The-logical record identitleation is contained !n bits 9-
14 (from the right) of the word. By using a bit manipulation routine these 
·-.8-bits can be isoJatethnct-the type of logical record identified. 
5. Atter Identifymc.the record type, refer to the appropriate racord torrnat 
·_lrLthlLMAT.-Tap~lflcatlons-Document to locate various parametersot 
I 
-lntel'eSt-Some-examples-are-the-following: 
a. Channel 13 irradlance tor a major trame, 4 observations (N=O, 3364 
and-denotes the logical record ii~mber within the physical record): 
- MATPR (N+2455 to 2458). 
b. SubsateWt~polnLlatitUde and longitude, 4 each tor the major 
trame: 
--latitude: MATPR (N+59 to 62) 
-longitude: MATPR (lr+63 to 66) 
c. -Channel-l6-radiances for a majorframe, 32 observations: 
- MATPR (N+2503 to 2534) 
d. -'The-average- counts at the time of the solar peak, To, for the solar 
channels-l-ln·trom the orbltal>summary: 
-~(N+45 to 54) 
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AppUcation of C&libratlonAdJustments 
1. The calibration adjustments tor all channels 1-22 consist of a slope (Al) 
anaan-lntereeptfAjfwhlch are related to the lrradlance/radlance (]) on 
=-~~ equatiolt--{I* is the calibrated or eorrec~ 
2. For -example,-the-corrected radlance-U*) tor a channel 16 observation 
'(Ils) Is as folloWS: 
-It~ =-0.81-lt6" + 0 
where A2 = 0 in this- case. 
-The-valUes for Al, A2 are found in Section 3.4 of this document or In the 
-third=ftle=on=each MAT_ 
s.- -nte correc~idlrraafance (or channeFI3 requires IdentifYing the solar 
- I 
--zenlt1rangl~tol'thnnajortrame, and thtt day correspond~ to the data.-
--Wlth---utlSffif6rmation the values for Al' AZ can be found In the channel13 




The information contained in this section Is summarized trom references 12 and 13. 
-The ~onstalits and l!qWlttons-given -!fere represent data trom many sources. For 




- -"re::pl'e~uncm.caIlBratfOn-rol'-tlfe solar channels consISts or a number of absolute 
. . 
-eomparfsons-anCFtransferoperations.11le reference lOr the absolute calibraCons is 
the new World Radiometric Reference=CWRR> scale which Is embodied in a number 
of self~alib~avlty radiometers. C'tIanne110c of the Nlmbus-1 ERB Is itself 
such.-."aeVice........=-1his-new"scale canb~U·fa'·renced to previous seales such as the 
~nat1otrai"'Pytite'liolnetr.1c-'Sea~(}:PS:F956). 
j. 
The--four-ma-jor-so-larchanneJs-(f;2,-3-and1.l}c} have been directly compared with 
--self-ealliT.':ttfn(rcavlty-instruments or bOtH the JPL-PACRAD and Eppley model H-
-P-types. The PACRAD-employed in th1s program has been an Eppley manufactured 
version -(serial number 11402). This unit has been involved [n a number of 
compariSons, including International PyrheUometric Comparison IV (IPCIV). 
For transfer ogerations=usua-Uy=employmg- a solar simulator as source, Normal 
lncidence-PyrheU9metef'S=~NlP)-=Ol the BRa-reference set are employed. The two 
devices used tor the solar channel comparisons bear serial numbers 12016E6 and 
-I20nE~Both of these are also traceable to the WRR. 
-When..-Calibl'ating tbe-solar tutered channels (4,5,6,1,8- and 9), the NIP was fitted 
witlr 9. ~filter wneel containing ruters matching the night set. The incident 
-irradiance-is-calculatect-usfng. the measured irradiance and the appropriate ruter 




The ERB Reference Sensor Model (RSM), which Is a duplicate of the night 
~instruments-relative--tct-the-solan!hannels, has been employed as a transfer and 
cbeck1P~.ae.1dee;.ttiPotlil'ont:-.~ -7 calibratton programs. This deoriee 
"=~mamtai!'lf!ddJlzorderttt trace<eaUbrations ~ required. AU vacuum 
calibrations_a! the Nlmbus..$-and--7 ERB solar channels carrba-referenced through 
.. thLRS~weU-as-many-of--the-calibrations-pertormed· at atmospheric pressure. 
-Irshouktbe noteinhat the solar channels are· not calibrated during thermal vacuum 
_testing ot the.spaaecra!t~elr-calibrat!ons are cheeked during an ambient test 
·atter .the tlterJuar-vacuum tes~Fina1calibration values tor the solar channels 
=ue=expressect:irFunltFo~ounts1Watt/meter2-(C/Wm-~i relating the on~ signal 
output to the Tncldent extraterrestrial-solar irradiance in the pertinent spectral 
band ot the channe). 
A .. L.2.-,~v,.€baJlftelszn.;.t~ 
I 
.'l1lere-ue-longwave-and-shortwave-calibrations or- channels 11 and 12. The 
-longwave-calibrations-are-pertormed durfr.gthermaI vacuum testing with a speCial 
-·b18ckbody source reterred-to as the Total Earth-nwe Channel Blackbody (TECB). 
The source- is a double cavity blackbody- unit designed for calibrating channels 11 
-anct-12--atter they are mounted on the ERB radiometer unit. It oPerates over a 
temperature t'ange of 180 OK to 390 OK with an apparent emissivity under test 
eonditions in a vacuum of-O.99S--0r-...,greater. Temperatures are measured and 
controlled to_an B.CCuraCy o~O.1.0C during these calibrations. These calibrations 
are performed during both instrument and spacecratt level testing. The entire FOY 
. of--the-channels-iS-fill~ by the TECB including the annular ring which normally 
views ~ace In- the-angular-elementbetween the unencumbered and maximum 
FOY's. Channel 12 was alsocallbrated lor shortwave response by normal incident 
irradlation~by the solar simuliltor while the instrument was in vacuum. The 




Channels-U and- 14 are-ealibntted tOl" l'esponse within =tneir respective spectral 
-bands-only-. 1bese tests-were performed in the same manner as the shortwave 
-calibratlon-of-ehanne}-,-l-2.c ----For-ehannel H- the reference NIP is titted with a 
-matchlng-R6695-rutedas=torchannet..:5)=.ln-order' to isolate the radlatiol' to its 
proper spectralDan<f~ 
An angular- response scan is performed on each wide FOV-channel in order to relate 
the-normabincidence-calibra tions~descl'ibed above to the-overall anguJarr response 
of the channels. 
-4.1.:1- Slortwave NFOV Channels15~a 
These channels are caUbrated for radiance response by viewing a diffuse target. 
'I11ree methods have been employed. These are: (1). the viewing of a smoked 
_.magneslum oxide (or BariuDL..SUlphate) plate. whieh is-irradiated by the solar 
simulator; (2rexposure..-1n a .diffuse hemisQbere Illuminated Internally by tungsten 
-lamps;. .and=(3t-vlewing a dlf~lng !phere. -trom outside. The last method employs 
the "Hovis ~neren as the source. For methods -(1) and (3) the reterence 
Instrument is a high sensitivity NIP calibrated in terms of radiance. The second 
-:me:thod=employs-a pyranoliietet" as If" reterence- insttulIIeltt. Differences in the 
results obtained by the various methods are still under investigation. The 
sensitivitI values selected _for_ use are -an average of methods (1) and (3). 
Unfortunately these tests can only be performed at atmospheric pressure while the 
SCM channel pertormance Is superior in vaeuum. 
Another caUbration-ot-these-channels=Is-the-in-flight-check target. With the 
channels in the shortwave check..posltion-(vle.wing the scan-target> the instrument 
is irradiated by the solar simulator beam. This test Is performed at normal 
incidepce-whenc-cthe-lnstrument=~Is-lillaV8euum with one of the NIP's as a 
reference. In air the instrument is similarly calibrated at a number of angles both 
in elevation and azimuth...to obtain the angular characteristics necessary tor the 
reductiorrot'jo-fligh t= shortwave-cheek-operations. 
{+J 
• 
4.1.4 Longwave NFOV Channels 19 .. 22 
These channels aro c8Ubrated-,irLva.cuum-at--'both the instrument -and spacecraft 
level--therma:tvacuum te~~ '1be-sensors-view--a-speclal-b1aclcbody source called the 
longw~~"nlng~~tt;wscBr which hua separa-te--eaVity source 
tor- eaeh:;,-I'haiaiet=--~e-- prwedurels straightfOr-wardand covers. a range- ot 
temperatures covering the cOh1prete range of in-rught- measurement-possibilities. 
4.2 1il~ght Calibration 
In-flight calibration ot the main solar _cbannelbntWzes ehanne1l'tJe, a selt-
eaIlbratfOn ~channel-ustng- the cavity h~ater_aciivated~by- the- GO/NG=aO heater 
commanao=- -Irracldltf6n the degradatIon ot channel 2-1s- checked by an occasional 
comparison with channel 1. Channels with tuters do not have a direct method ot 
opt1c~checlc1ng-thelr-C!alibration -arieL-therefore-must rely on whatever 
correlations ar~ade with-the- malo chaMels. 
i 
AU the-thermopUe-channe-'are equipped with a GOlNO GO heater which Is used to 
check {or---responsedurfng pre-launch activities to 8SSUl'ethat the-channels are 
tunctioning;-----'nnnleater can .!\e,.used -br-flight" ara rough. check tor aU channels 
except LOco Also, channe~ 1 through 14 are equipped with-an-electtical calibration 
which inserts a precision voltage at the InpUL to- the -entire signal conditioning 
stream. While the electronic calibration cannot be used to inter sensor or optics 
changes, it ensures against mis-interpretation ot an electronic problem. 
ChaMe! 12 relles.on-the-stabiU~oLthe-normaUy--shuttered matching channel 11. 
Channels 13 and 14 have no inherent In-fligbLcallbration-capabWty and-they rely 
on occasional looks at the sun during the spacecralt transitions to aid in assessment 
ot drift or degradation. ForthflL,missionrtnpa:ee-craft pitch maneuver Is required. 
Channels 15 through 18 are checked using. the shortwave -scan channel checlc target 
as previously-~eseribecL.- lbey-=-aIso-v-iewspace'"llS-a ~ero radiation" reference to 
eval~te oftset..'ntec=-iongw-a,e scan- cnannels can view space or the on-boatd 
reference blackbody. They.share the on1y--true in-Oigbt _l!8.libration capability with 
-channellOc • 
-U Post-ProeessingcDat&-Cttecks 
Addttional-ealibratiorr--checks-have-been_perfol'me<i-onthe ERB .. ··l-data alter It has 
been processedmtoToeated radlanee data-. Th-ese ehecks inelude the following: 
-U)-Compariso:l=between the---WEO-'Land- NFOV data---to determine an 
adjustment to the original calibrations based on the in,:",tlight 
calibration of ehannels -19-22; 
(2) F8tlrnation of the ebannel13 Irradlanee by ~aeting ehannel12 
---=~vrtlues= tram channel-a day values when-they are observed 
-O'I-e1'-8-UDi!onn!J:emitting--surlaee-(e.g. Pacifle--Qeesn)1 0 .. 
-(3)-Comparison ot ehannel11 and 12 when both are not shuttered. 
----",,(4) An.J¥sfs of data taken dlJrfng,._~&Cecra.tt pitclL"'Up.Jnaneuvers that 
-B.ll.o.w-the...W£o..'LebannelS-tO--'l1ew.-the-SWl dil'~ 
(5) -As--pal't ot the ERB-6 reproe8',,'~'1g, ERB-6 WFOV data were 
eompared with the ERB-1 WFOV data ("truth!!) tor orbits that are 
f.Pproxtmat~ eo--locat~_ 
~4 - -Ftluations- tor--Converting CountS=to- RadlaneetJrradianee 
I 
For aBERB ehannels the slope and inte~t vaNes ot the equations used to 
eurwer;t:;~eottllts=toe:tadillilees w~ircmt-1"eIressfons:--"based on either 
operational or laboratory measured data. These data were taken in a vaeuum 
ehamber with the e-omplete sensoLsy-Stem viawing a temperature eon trolled 
blacl<boui radiation emitting target. 
For- the-fnYrarea-seanning' Chmuletrtt9"tfaougJi'2'fhl e-ompletely different radiation 
detee-tioD- tecllnique-was---usecL-Jn-:-these=eases--intemal blackbody radiation and 
ear.tiLradiatiolL-weea.altemately-'l1e.wed-pl!Odueing-an-alterna te pattern of radiation 
nux on the deteetor. Thus the deteetor re!{)onded in AC t&shiolL-to the dlfterenee 
between--'th~blaekbodr"t"lldfation-ana1fte eart21 radiation. This relstionship was 






Th~ radliltfon-producea-by the earth/atrnosphete as- ca tunetiort of-wavelength is 
dillerent trom -that produced ~Y~Lblackb~ .. - Thus,. eretectors having a physical 
ruter in tlle radiation path or having a response which varies as a !Unction 01 
waVeleng:th--wUl:~lFdltlerenUesponse...tO-ecthlatrnosphere radiation- than they 
had fn-bJacIdJodrrac:Uatfon measurements-- 'lbis-Oltterence ml~t he::iheoretically 
determined and used in the dat.a.process1ng stceam-
A theoretical convolution ot both the bJackb~and-earth- radiances through the 
lo~ wavele~ed=tJfe-coeffieients given-in equation (13). Using this 
equatiQD-the-measurec!-ear~irradiance-was-determined; The effects-ot the large 
chang& fn-sensor-detectivity as a !Unction of wavelength on this=-theoretical 
analysis are:stinbemg,.ln\~estigated.~ 
A characteristic ~t a11- past-satellite sensors which -has-not been included in these 
algorlthms Is the etlect ot contamination on the optical transmittance 01 the 
sensol'Se-lts=-tlltering---o:eUect-o~the-sensorsystem-b-ecomes increasingly important 
as the wavelength decreases In the :.viSible---spectral-legioB-.. 
Because of various problems,_ som~oLwhich-are=discussed---above-, the pre-launch 
calibration_algorithms _dicLnQLprove~adequate--- in prcvfding-a~ate in-tught 
radtanees:ran~irratr"J8nCerfi'om the ear-th- viewing channels (11-22). Post-launch 
algorithms had to be developed. These include tiltered to unfiltered radiance 
correctioRLlol'-Channels-19-22,--correction-ot--the-channertZ geometric view tactor, 
channel13-18 adjustnlents and a bias shitt ot channels 11 and 12. 
Only the---cltannerl-g-~2Y corrections and the channel U-geometric view factor 
correction-were- made=-in-4tATGEN;-The-o-therpost-Iaunch calibration adjustments 
are loun(Lfn-the-v8.l'-ious--le-ve-1-2~produets-sucrr-arSEFDT" and MATRIX. The 
following equations were those used in... the- processing algorithms for -the ERB-7 
sensor channels. -FtJrther- -detailS of the calibration of the ERB-7 sensor can be 







f(Ta) = 1.0 + O~OlA (Ta. - noUO-CJ 
where-
H = Solar lrradiance (wattsim2J-
y. = Average-on-sun counts 
¥CL- = ·Average ott-sun counts 
"Sy = Channel sensitivity at 2SoC (counts/watt m-2) 
(1) 
(2t 
A = Tem~erature correction coefficient (%per oC deviation 
from 2S0 C) 
The equations-used-::t~~conYet.rcounts to lrfadiance-:COr- cllanneI t~,-a- selt-
calibrating cavity thermopne, are: 
~m.. = Eos- _ a-13) + a +13) 
2 
Sp(T) = So + STH 




= channell0c correction factor- for aperture area and 
-nonequiv~2}-
= Average channel10c on-sun counts 
= Averag~ channell0c counts at !13 minutes from on-
'SUJ"rtime. 
-s(t =-P-ower- sensTtiVlty- zero-leverteounts/wa ttl 
S- =-Power-serurl ti~1ty-slope ·(~untsLwatt-0C) 
-TH --=-ChannelWc-heat sink temperature (OC) 
WFQV OIannel-U-14-
Yor channels 11 and 12- the (onowing equation is used: 
" .. F: -=-E-6w----~F-a-'r-~~F~(~ .. ·I0-V)4.]-T T --5- -5- 5- -~ -1) 0 (6) 
where 
"T. oFT =-Comblnea Target irradiance (Watts/m2)and target-
configuration factot'-lsee--3below) 
6-W-:--EtrectiV&:-~y:Thennopile:-(Wattstm2)· 
£ s = Emissivity of the FOV stop 
~:-=-COnntnll'ation factor of-FOV:.stop __ 
0.-= The Stefatt;BoItzman.cons+an.t - 5.~.x:-~-Watts/m2K 
i 
Ti=--Temperatare=of:th-e-F(t~~)-tTtrermister-value~ 
£0 ~ Emissivity of the thermopile 
F o-=-"COrifiguratiOn factor of the-thermopile 
To = Temperature of the t~lermopile (K) (Thermister value) 




6 W =-v---lVo+-bt-T~250€) ]-
s+ a (T - 250 C)-
where 
v =-Zer:o offset-In-counts at SoC 
o 
b--=--2eroootfse-~~rtcient---tC9ORtSlOC) 







a --=-=senSi.tr'l-ity-temperatu~mcren.t;{c.O'lAtsiwatts m-2 jOel 
For channels 13 &.ncL14....the. following_equation is ttset:i:.-
aT' =~cY=----YOJls.'-




Vo--=--channel-offser-(cot!l1u-det.ermined- at-a=ZSoC sensor 
temperature) 




A = Channetsensitivity correction factor ~-?6---per oC oc!viation 
from 250 C) 
TB -=-Channel'tlrerm02.lbrb"ase=temp~patureioC)--
NFOV ChaMels 15-22 
For scanning channeIs--lS-through--lIf-the-ERB--1-equa.tions-Cor converting count.~ to 
raaumces are the-same-as=-tfiose given above COl!--flxed eartli uwc.channels 13--and 
14, except that the units Cor Sl are-(countsMatts m-2 sr-1). 
For scanning channels IlJ-22 the Collowing equations are used: 
where 
N m -=-module-computed-:Ciltered-radiance-(W-m--2-ster-1 ) 
ao = channe.l intercept (Wom-2 ster-1) 










= exp (Ao + At In(11 + A2 lii(TJZ+-"Aa 1n(T) -3:+ A4 In(T) 4}- (10) 
--Here 'the--coemeieRtS=-Airi.:::ort,.....4...are-determined prior to-launch for 
the temperature_ra~es-50K--200Kr.200K--2~8K-and-29aK-400K and are given in the 
ERB-7 MATGEN. 
If the filtered racHance reaotng-from-the cnanner is-:lessthan or equal to 30.0 
W/m2sr the unfiltered radiance (R) is computed using tlie-Stefan-Boltzmann law as 
follows: 
----pf---- . -R=~ 
If 
-'-Wbere:=- -
Rf =- filtered radiance (Watts/m2 sr}(in MA.'l'GEN RC =- NT) 
_lL=-_unfUteroo radillnce (Watts/m2 sr} 
T =- equivalent blackbody temperature (K) (see Attachme"t a) 
a =- Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
An =- regression coetricients determined as indicated in reC. 12 
(12) 
Thus, knowing the filtered radiance and the regression coefficients, the unfiltered 
radiance can be computed. 
Different sets ot regression: -coefficients-are used-depending on the filtered 
radiance value. The regression coeCficients for equation (12) for t.lle two ranges of 
filtered radfance valuu:(Rt):is"givenby:c 
---- ---_._----- ---.- --------.- --.-------- -~---- .. -- ------'"":7 ..... ~1n 
.:. , 
!or a ra~e ot 0.005 ~ Rl~lr.s Wm2Sl'--l 
Ao = 4.68705 
Al =- t(}35-ttx11}-l-
A2 = 4.-14465 x-10--3 
A3 =--3".24219-x-"10--4"-- . 
A4 =--5i809-H-x-lo--5c-
fora-range of 17.5~Rf ~30.0 Wm"'2"sr--r 
-A:o-= 4.68888 
At = 2.00549 x 10-1 
~ = 5.78289 x 10-3 
-A3-=-1.1864& x 10~ 
-A.t=-..... :1~3483 x 10--4 
Several !;peela) Clse' ~ly to rotared t:adiances lesstben- 30.90 w/m2--
sr}. 
If Rt ~O,_IRfL is used io_the....convemoJL!ormula and the resulting 
un!1lUred radiance Js mul.ti2-Ued~!;::-.l.O.-
It Rt < -3;0-Wm2sr-1-ttnrunfilterech'adlance is set-itout-ofra~e". 
It O.U ~ -I-Itt I ~ 0.005 the unfUtered radiance-irset-equal to the 
lBterect radbmce.. . . 
Por telescope re8oifigs-orthe-flltered earth irradlance (Rt) greater than 




b1 = 1.2291 . 
In MATGK.N-a-r= .NT 
1t the .f!ltet:eckradianctr=i:PgreateFtilatl 30(t.O=Wm~ --tfte unfiltered" 
radiance value is set "out of range". 
ERS-7 Coefficients 

































For solar channel 9 a correctionlermof-3t-counts is added-taYQ. 
The constants used for the ERB-'1 cnannellllc equatlons(3}amt(5) cllWtatlonare: 









CO~ -~CH:.l.l.-CH] 2 em ~12(N) 
s F.'(~ c=h6tr1OO=-- ~cl • .s0'1O~ 
a O.0011~ 0.00109 0.00168 
Vo -12.13000 -23.10000 -22.34000 
b --_U6100__ -0.63800 - 0.65000 
PD-O.-8Q461 0=.-86280 _L8u80-
Ps - - - - - - - - -- ~ Q.24-'llL PT ~- ::r ... -oeeo&-~ _..Ji.AGOQO.. 
I 
l!Q!!: For channel 11 and 12(W), Ps is equal-to 0 ana PT =-r-o--
'lbe constants for ERB-1 channels 13 and 14 for equatlonaU)-anC:f(8)-are: 
C.QNS~AN.,&_ ~CH....l..3....- C1Ll4. 
Vo -43.00~ -44.QOO 
s 1.939 4.179 
A D.MO- 0.030 














-4.236- ___ 0.0 __ 
4.550 0.0 
-3.6-16 0.0-
The constants tor chaMels i9-22 for~1 equation-{9htre-r-
CHANNEL ~ ~ 
19- 1 .. 29- -00:l'l'l28-
~~ .::&9-0:: JU1lOU 
21 0.86 0.11952 
22 0.49 0.19331 
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SUMMARY OF DATA PECULlAlUTIES-FOR-ERB-7 MA.Ts 
Bl. ~ontaminatiortof the-Channet-18 SIsnal: 
When the che.mtel 18 seDSOl"--wIS in.:seanning~~ dllriD&:-
late December 1978. 'Ibe number of "out-of-Umits" (-10, 370 W/m 2sr) radiance 
observations increased from much less than-one-peMel1LoLthLtotal radiance 
observations for a day (approximately 160,000rto-about-t percent -of-th~total-da-t.­
beginning on December 2'1, 19n and to 5 percent-on-ne-cemtJer2a,---1918.-'I11e--
abrupt increase in the number of "out-of-Umits" observations oceurred in orbit 888 
on the 27th. The "out-o(-Ifmfts«'obsel"lations-~increased~abl"9Pt:ly a seeondwUnte<>t()Lc 
abcut 16 percent after March 5, 19'19. The /Ila1ority=of:::::the=::::.~~mits"-:-:: 
observations were below -10 W/m2 sr. More details of this analysts-are provided In 
the MAT qc Document (Appendix D) and in reterenee 16. 
In another study, data fromtbe ERB NFQ¥:"'Channea.-~-eompue¢>witb- Co~ 
located narrow-band (channel S) data from-the-CZCS insttument'to_llertorni a-
cross~heek on the Interred ERB caUbratfon adjustmenW~eorr_elation..analy.sis -
of the channel 18 nadir (non-scannlng) data-and-the-CZCS-data-to~ite(L 
number ot orbits trom 12 March to 9 May-yng--reveals that channel-U:~l1adrr 
radiances were quite useable over this period. The authors did point out that 
although the ERB and CZCS regression coettlcients-were-reasonably-stable there-
was an increase in tha standard deviation ot the residuals. 'Ibis Is probably an 
Indication of deterioration In the channel 18 signal during the non-5cannlng mode; 
however, more analys~ Is required to completely evaluate the data. If appears 
that m.uch of the channel 18 nadir- (non~canningJd!l.tnort!Te-lfr-st year may~be­
useable. 
In. Radiometric- ImpUcatlons of the EBB Duty Cycle 
Due to Umitations in Spacecraft WC) power, a.peedo.mlna:te4'-thee~ -:one day 
__ off duty cycle was imposed on_ tbe ~th ~t1on Budge.tJERB) experiment--(or 
the first year of Nimbus-7 operations. A tinite warm-up time ot the ERB 
experiment exists after the ERB electronics are turn~on--within-eaeh-duty~cycle. 
43 
- , 
A "warm-up" period is defli!ed by a. ehanne11_themlopile;base_'emperatllre .. f lest 
than 1 'l0C for the major frame. Major frames-in this category are excluded from 
further processing by the MATRlX program. 'l'ypically, thlscriteria-is-satisEied-
after the first few orbits from within the first "ERB-ON" day following each "ERB-
OFF" day. 
Even after the ebaMe1 2; thermopile base:,.temperatll8re:=exceed$.~ 
phenomona can introduce a cycUc variabWty in radiometric -quantitieLdecl.'led 
from WFOV irradiances on-the MAT. For -example,-3Uegree-zonally-&veraged-
irradiances for chanriels 12-14 tor a number or-days were-a.na1yZ~~n--ure 
average for varIous zones were cornposited accordIilg to-th-eday WitliInth.f~lur­
Duty Cycle (one, two or three days after an "ERB-OFF" day) and averaged over all 
3 day eycles in a typiceI montfi, -."vari8bmtycbetweerL~posite-dayRCCurs;~ 
variation was observed to be- as much u a s-to=-wt'm2=ror=cflanne~lrradiances.­
'Ibe impUcatfon of this is that a time dependent offset exists which 15 a lunction at 
time since the ERB instrument was turned on. _'IbiLUliabWty_hu_ impUcations to 
a wide range of products derived from the MATIF,I9;-
B3. Contamination of WFOYData by &m 
'Ibe 4 wide field-of-view (WFOV) channeIs-1l-14--are---eontaminated-by--d~t-­
sunlight at satellite sunrise and sunset. 'Ibis occurs at a solar zenith angle range of 
990-1230 at sunrise and 1020-1230 at sunset. Because the maximum field-of-view 
of the WFOV channels is larger than the solid angle subtenaed by the earth~iscl. 
there are two periods (spacecraft sunrise and sunset) when solar radiation, shining 
over the earth horizon, Impinges directly on the detectors. 'Ibe detector outpuWs-
in this case the net result of two effects: dlrectlWt and -earth-refiected/emitted--
Irradiances. Regions where the two signals are mi.~ed are, therefore, physically 
unreaUstlc !rom an earth-flux point of view. 'Ibese periods are characterized by a 
large spike in the Irradlance tlme~ries and are referred-to u "surH>lipsJl. 
'Ibough removed through data screening from later processing into gridded data, 
this contaimination does exist on, the MAT. 'Ib&-"-contaminatioll- is contained 
primarily within subsateWte solal' zenith anglu of 99O-aad-1230JJl • .the-southem.. 
hemisphere (sunrise) and 1020 and 1230 in the "north em hemisphere Csunset). 
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-The effect exists looger an eb«zme1s 13 and 14 tb.IItlill='"haliDeJ l-~to thfr-
presence of fUter domes which: (a) are warmed--and re-radiate heat into the 
detectors and (b) act in a 'greenhouse" sense to trap ·longwave -emissions-exiting=--
from the detector, which has been warmed by the direct-solar radiation. 
EK. Calibration of ~ Cumne1s: 
Solar channel counts used in computing the pre-peak and post-peak offsets_required. 
to yield solar observations fo~all-ten-C!hannels are-.subjected--tO-&-Urni~ 
process. If the raw counts exceed the specifleatOIerancelim1tst -defaUlt;-or 
"nominal", offsets are appUed. 'I11e tolerance Umits Imposed in MATGEWappear, 
however, to be representative of the pre-peak olfset values ·alone. As a 
consequence, solar channels Ii, 'C an¢'8' raatlnel1 faitlhe:=liniturreclffilg'"proeess:-for-
tbe post-peak offsets. As the default-offsets areagaln-representallVe-or=pre-peak~ 
v llues, a bias from the "nominal" calibration Is introduced. 'I11e resultant offset 
89PUed to the caUbration for these..3. solar ehannels-ls-thus-representative _\)f the 
pre-peak only, rather than a mean offset. 
as. DSAS Alpha and Beta Angles-Equal on MAT 
'lbe Digital Solar Aspect SenSor (OSA$)- alpha and beta angles--on-the-MA.!f--.are 
occasionally equal to each other near the time of minimUm-solar elevation angle. 
':he alpha and beta angles have the same non-zero value and are equal to the 
azimuth angle Cbeta>. 'I11e problem occurs in varfous orb1ts -throughourthe-tirst 
year MAT data set. 
00. DSAS Errors Due to IL T 
It was determined that the following MAT's contain "erroneousn--uS-AS--data--due-to 
errors on the Image Location Tape (IL": 
January 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, a, 9, 11, 12, 13 
September 9, 10, 12, 13, 14 
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81. O1annelll Stutter Status' 
'l1le instrument status word on the MAT-win occasionally Indlcate-lfiantle channeT 
11 shutter is open tor very short periods ot time (e.g., l~major--trames irt--a-day)~ 
When these cllannel 11 Irradianees are I!Ompared with-thosrtorr"cllannel12--ute 
cllannelll data shows very poor agreement. Thus, the instnlment-.status-woro=-may:. 
be in error in reporting that the channel-ll shutter Is actually-:open-.-
D8. ERBlSganner Duty Cycle 
The normal duty cycle tor the EnD instrument and tor the..scanner-.has-been- 3-daI.lF 
on/l day otf. However, due to interference -!rom the LIMS instrument and~pOwer 
constraints this duty cycle had to be curtaUed trom December....l.9O-May-1979. 
'Ibe ERB and scanner duty cycles tor the first data year 8re,--summarized in Table 
5. The reduction in the operation of the ERB scanner m -January-February 1979 
resulted in a sampling problem of descend~ node data in the Northern 
Hemisphere. 
89. Scan-head Alpha and Beta angles 
In current Nlmbus-T MATGEN codes, the unpacked Input values of the scan -head 
alpha angles are written on the MAT. The beta angles written are, in contrast, 
"1~I" beta values obtained by checking the input ~va:lues; against~defatllt­
vUles and replacing any which differ by more than a tolerance factor with the 
default values. This comparison and filling of the "idealn beta angle array ... is 
performed in subroutine BETVFY- which Is called by PROSCN*. PROSCN is 
caned only for VIP trames when a scan Is being performed. Thus, the array of 
"ideal" beta values is only defined when 1he SC8Mf:I' is 0I1~is' -Writtert-~tftec~ 
in an cases. The array written on th~LMAT..could contain unlnitianzea.values-or-
the values left from the last scanning- VIP. The beta values could be use.i in 
subseGUent location of the scan cllannel whUe the scanner Is In nadir position. All 
internallocatfon routines give correct results.s.fnce they only..us.e.....thejdeal:~alu&if'­
these values are de tined. This results in beta encoder values written to the MAT 
which are unreliable in all modes except the 5 scan modes (e.g., Nadir, LW check, 
SW check, etc). 




ERB INSTRUMENT/SCANNER DUTY CYCLE 
~ ERB INSTRUMENT- SCANNEJr*-COMMENT-
-November 16-December 8, 1918 'S/1 :t~ 
December 10, 1978-January 21, 1979 3/1 1:/J:- ·J:Z/3IJFf$=t~tJ'l$ 
~SeaaM~'!Q.~ 
abour70% of data 
in day • 
Januar:l 23-February 6, 1979 1/1 .ltL -=-Scanner--!!OFF' for 
sea ttered -periods-
-February 8-22 1979 3/1 211- -Scanne~n-for 
about 70% of 
~d4Wirtday • 
rebruary 2"4,26, 19'19 1/1 '!~ _ Scanner. "OFF" 
for two days. 
·hbruary 28-M&rch 30, 1979 3/1 2/1 Scanner "OFF" 
·-·-for-scaUered-
periodt=-
April 1-13, 1919 1/1- -~-=--SC-annel!'!!()FF'F'-
_duril!g..entire 
period. 




May 1, 1979 1/1 1/1 Scanner "OFF: 
May 3-5, 1919 3/1 3/1 Scanner "ON" 
~
May 7-9, 1919 371 1-/1 -Seannet'.-"ONI! 
Cor May 8 
only. 
May 11,1919 lA 1/F Scanner "ON" 
May 1"3-15, 1979 3/1 311 Seannee "ON" 
all days 
ltay 11, 1979_ 1/1 tit- Scanner "ON'" 
May 19-october 31, 1979 3/1 ~- J-{t -Scl!luter -"{;}W" 
-
Number of days "ON/OFF". 47 
::::m:tL Dome and Instrument Heating ot Channels U. and 14. 
The.presence ot the ruter dome sets on the shortwave-channel 13 and-near-infrared 
. 
channel 14 wide f1eld~f-view radiometel"J introduces additional terms into the 
irradlance calibration equation. These are (l} a correction for incident-f"ongwave-
,~-upon the detector after inWard emission .from 11m innermost . fi11ee.domeo:aftd,:, 
={2hreorreetion tor a thermal wave within the ~atter absotptjorr,atcpcn;:t:iun= 
-of -the-incident scene reflected and/or direct solar shortwave radiation. 
-Beeause this term is modeled as a constant offset in the MA'rGEN lever 
calibration, variablillty in the temperature of the inner dome (and therefore the 
longwave radiation incident upon the detector) causes a bias in the-calibrated 
Trradtance output trom the respective channels;. -Warmer, or eolaer:;;tfnm:nomimlT 
domes produce calibrated shortwave irradiance values-indicativeOFa-greater;-or--
lesser, amount ot shortwave incident radiation respectively. Channel 14 also 
~~eriences additional thermal forcing in.duced by·-the shortwave-absorp.tiorLlrom_ 
~the-middle- near-inCrared CUter dome. 
-Tn- practice,. a post~alibration adjustment table- derived trom comparisons-with-
. .scanning channel integrals is. used to correct tor this and other imperfeet-sensor--
characteristics. 
B11. Platinum Temperature Monitor (PTM) Coefficient Error 
Due to the erroneous use of engineering coefCicients in the calibration e':f,:ations 
lortbe platinum temperature monitors (PTM's). some error has been introduced 
into the terrestrial radiance and irradiance observations of the ERB-7. The 
channels affected are the wide Cleld ot view <WFOV) total channels 11-12 and the 
narrow field of view (NFOV) longwave c~annels 19-22. 
-ntrough application ot the NOAA calibration Adjustment Table (CAT),. derived 
with this contamination in alliongwave radiation estimates, all earth-nux data is 
-affected (ehannels 11-22). 'lbe error magnItude appears to be in the--t}.2S%-range 






























LIST OF ACRONYMS 
Calibration Adjustment Table 
Coastal Zone Color Scanner 
Earth Radiation Budget 
Field of VIew 
Greenwieh Mean Time 
Goddard ~ce Flight Center 
Instantaneous Field~t-View 
Image Loeatiori Tape 
International PyrheUometric. Comparisonn' 
Jntormation Processing Division 
JnternatIonal PyheUometric Scale 
Limb Jntrared Monitor ot t.'1e Stratosphere 
Map Archival Tape 
Mapped Data Matrix 
Meteorological Operations Control Center 
Major Frame 
National Aeronautics and Spaue Administration 
Normal Incidence PyrheUometers 
Nimbus Experiment Team{s) 
Narrow Field ot View 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
Nimbus Cbservation Processing System 
NatIonal Space Science Data Center 
Reterenee Sensor Models 
Science and AppUc.ations Comput.er Center 
Stratospheric and Aerosol Measurement n 
SAMS Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder 





Seanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer 
SUb satellite Point 









Temperature-Humidity Infrared Radiometer 
Versatile Information Processor 
Wida Field of View-
Watts per square meter 




NIMBUS-7 EARTH RADIATION BUDGET 
MASTER ARCHIVAL TAPE 
QUALITY CONTROL DOCUMENT 
YEAR 1: 
NOVEMBER 16, 1978 - OCTOBElL:n...l9-'l9 
RDS· TR-82-08-Ool 
PREFACE 
'Ibis document wm provide specific details regardtng- the-scientificvaltdtty:::.and=-
quality ot ERB-7 Master Archival Tape (MAn data to the scientific user. The 
MA-T-data-tuUlJ!zed in this report cove~ the perlodtrom November 16,_1978 to 
-E)ctober 3-1, 1979. This data set is referred to as Year 1 MAT data. ----nfe-
Information pen in this document was compUed from VIlrioussutn ees,·Qttt-
-pnmarUythroUCb the results ot. checking each MAT with theERB-'1--Data-
VaUdation (MATQC) and the Narrow Fleld-ot-Vlew QuaUty ControlhfFOVQC) 
programs. 'Ibis report identities problems with specific MAT's as well as: provides-
an overview ot the data in general. It additional intormation is necessary tor using 
the MAT data, a more detailed analysis of each MAT has been compUed in twelve 
separate monthly Ik'3, Validation Reports available through Dr. It -Ioea -KYle, 
~cial Projects Oftice, National Aeronautics and ~ace Administration, 
Greenbelt, Maryland, 20711. 
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1.1 Cbjectlve at QuaUty Control 
'lhe objectIve ot- the quaUty control (QC) was to examine each Nimbus--7 Earth 
Radiation. Buqret-fERB;;'1) M~tet Arehlval Tape (MAn lor Year 1 and eheek 1!ach 
lorfcal (major trame), orbital summary and dally summary record !or- sefentffie 
vaUdity and overall consistency ot the data. The ElU3-7 MAT Data Validation 
Programs t~and---NPOVQC) were developed to cnalyZe MAT data and 
compUe various QC-parame-ters for eacb orbit and day. This Included- the 
exu-actlon ot the orbital and dally summaries trom each MAT and then the writing 
of th.ls dc.ta...tA-.ILseQ8.rate output tape. In addition, numerous data from each 
record on-th.rMA-'l!--ls-prlnted out for further manual ln3pectlon. 1hese output 
tapes were used to examine the QC parameters on an orbital, dally and monthly 
buts. The analysis of this data has provided the basis lor the MAT data valIdation 
. . 
1.2 OVemew:..of::M-A'l'Data lor Year~ Onet November 18t 1978-<>etober-31, 19'19 
'lbe MAT's for .the-first ERB data year have been proeessed" by the Nimbus 
Obsel"/lltion":'Ptocessing System (NOPS) at the Goddard ~ce Fllgbt Centet. (GSFC). 
'lbe MAT's are then sent tor archiving at the National ~ace Science Dat.a Center 
(NSSDC) where the tapes are made available to the scientitlc community. During 
the tIrst data year the ERB instrument operated on a predominantly 3 day on/l day 
ott duty cycle. This duty cycle resulted in the processing ot 255 tapes (one data day 
per tape) (or tTle year. 
Each MAT generally eonsists at at least 13 or 14 orbits at data, except in cases 
where complete orbits were not available tor processing. 'lbe beginning ofa data 
day on a MAT Is aetIned-by the first orbit that startsl atter Greenwich midnight on 
the data day. Theretore, l! an orbit begins just betore midnight, the orbit would 
appear on the MAT lor- the day on which the orbit began although the majority ot 
1 Each crbit is nominally C!erttered.1bout its ascending node and starts ~ stops at 




the data contained in tne -orbit may be for the next day. The orbit numbers found 
on each of the MAT's along with the sequence number and version number or the 
algorithmthat-created-theMAT are found In the SUMma1'1 table- ot--the- ERB 
E1pertment/IhstrUmentln Section 3.0. The scientific- user sbould be ~ that the 
sequence/Verslon numtler of the MAT agrees with the number Usted Ia Seetion loG 
since a previous sequence or version numbered MAT may contain different data 
from the final MAT. 
The overall consistenex- ot the tormat ot the first year ot MAr5 is-exeenent, 
although then-a&'e-savel'8l-anomaUes about which the tlSeI'" should beaware-~ These 
problems should not present any constraints towards the use of the data tapes. The 
format/data anomaHes for the first year MAT data set are S9mmarized below. 
'Ibe JuHan start date giv,en In each orbital summary bas been tound to eontain 
Incorrect datesirl=mlllY'-orbital summaries on year one MAT's.'Ibesa_stal't dates 
will IPve the~~d4te-u one greater than the actual date. 'Ibis date problem 
has occurred on 85 MAT's irt the first year (see Sections 2.2.1 and 3.0 for- a llst of 
the affeeted-HAT's and orblts). lrt aU of these cases the .lIllan dste given in the 
first major trame record on the MAT In the affected orbits Is the correct date. 
As a result of the dupUcatfon process of the MATh by the NASA/GSFC Information 
Processing Division (IPD) the number ot physical data records on the "User copy" 
MAT is not always tlle same number as on the original. This problem Is identified 
by countfng-the-number-ot-lorical records in an orbit and comparing this with the 
number ot major trames listed In the corresponding orbital summary. -rr the 
number of logical records on a MAT Is less than the number olmajor frames listed 
In the orbital summ&r! then a '\)hyslcal record" was lost in the copy process-ot the 
MAT. 'Iblsct'ecol'd "d."op-Out" problem has occurred on approximately 20 tirst year 
MAT's received tromGSPC/IPD. These missing records have all occurred randomly 
and have all contalned-ma-jor-trame records. It Is suggested that the user_check __ _ 
each MAT r9Ceived -to identity missing ph.1sical records as this will result in 
discrepancies in the orbitalsummary major trame counter. It the missing record-
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contains an orbltal or daily summary the user should notity GSFC and request ~. 
different copy of the MAT. 
There are five MAT'S whiCh originally contained subsateWte point (SSP) location 
errors. The affecteamaj)r_frames on the appropriate MAT's were "filled". These 
MAT's are listed in the BRB flImmary Table in Section 3.0 on page 72. There are 
also numerous-m~orb1ts-which-have also been identified in the &.ammary Table. 
1.2.2 aammaa-ot--Da~ 
'lbe wide field~f-vlew(WF.OV) dJiital count and lrradlance data fGr" chanceJ$:J.H4 
and the narrow-fleld-of-¥tew-CNFOV) radiance data tor channels 15-22 (with the 
exception of channel 18 after December 27, 1978) were all tound to be within 
physically acceptable Umits. The count and lrradlance ob""-ations for channels 
12-1' for the -flrst- -ye'; of MAT data have each bee~ scr"';ed against 
representative threshold values and the number of observations "out~f-Umits." lor 
each orbit have been-tabulated. . The majority of these "out~f-Umits" observations 
can be accountect"for by-thabebavior ot theERB instrument. On an average daily 
buls the number of channel 12-14 lrradlance observations "out~f-Umits" .J£about 
one perc;ent 01 the deta. -For·ttHt NFOV radiance data eadl obserYation--W1CFalso 
checked against representative threshold values on a cha.'1I1el by channel basis. 
This procedure was used to randomly screen NFOV data tor approximately one-
third ot the first year MAT data set. The results of this data checking have shown 
that the number Olt channel 15-22 observations "out~f-Umlts" Is less than one 
percent of the total data on an average for a day. For channel 18 radlance data 
the "out~i-Umits-observations-lncreased to about 2 percent on December-27; 
1978, 7 percent on December 28,- U78 and to 18 percent after March 5, 1979. The 
user Is therefore cautioned against using channel 18 scanning data atter December 
27,1978. 
The lrradlancestrom the MAT's were also used to compute 100 and 300 zonal 
averagtls tor each- "ERB-ON"day in the first yes.r. The irradianee data was 
screened tor "out~t-Umits" obserVations and for "abnormal" instrument behavior 
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(e.g. channel 12 shutter elose<J, GOtNO GO heater test ete.). Eramination-of the 
300 zonal average 11"radllnees.. for year one data reveals a systematie bias, for 
channel 13 and 14 lrradlance data, Induced by the 3 day onll day off ERB duty 
cycle. 'Ibis phenomona. 15 a' -ronctfon of the time rate of change of the-module-
temperatures and-HiNftIr ift.-1IF1tRIeI'J.asa 5 to 10 W/m2 (ehannel13) and a 14 W-/m2 
(channell4) dft'fet6iiC6SetMeeft ratltude averaged 1rrad1anees wben eompar~ data 






2.0 §:JMMARY OF QlVT 'TV _CONTROL PARAMETERS 
2.1 Deseription of Parameters The ERS-1 MAT Data Validation (MATQc) and the 
NFOV Validation (NFOVQC) Programs were developed tor NASA/GSFC to 
scientifically evaluate-the=~ 1be MATQC program cheeks the overall 
format ot each MAT.-tbe wpOV dlgUal count aDd irradiance data and also performs 
various other anciltvy.d&t& cbeck. '!he NPOVQC program provides a cheek at the 
NFOV radiance data, location checks and examines the associated "data quality-bit 
flags" tel' approximately one'!thira·oCtfltt-fii'st year MAT's. The various parameters 
which are compUed alo. with the orbital and daily summaries trom the MAT's 
(MATQC) are written to separate output tapes to tacilitate the analysis ot the 
quality control (QC) data over time periods longer than one day. 
The parameters which- are eomp~by-·th~ MATQC program are listed in Table 1 
(pace 59). These parameters are written. to an output tape tor each orbit and day 
(one MAn along with the orbital and daiJy summaries tram the respe;ctive MAT's 
analyzed. The puameters comElUed by the NFOVQC program, listed in Table Z 
(page 80), are also wd1teB:on:fIIl:Od1ltal and dally basis to a separate output tape.. 
The MATQC program provides-various other checks on each MAT and alw Pl'ints-
out numerous ancUlarydata-whlch ls- examined manually. The information 
compUed by the program-is summarizecfbelow. 
2.1.1 &1mmli!'Y ot MATQC Elements 
o Format cheeks 
o "OUt~f;"IJmlts" digital count/irradlance checks 
o Instrument status checks 
o Computation ot 100' and 300 zonal average irradianees along 
with the number ot major frame samples and the standard 
devfation-o.t-thelrradlanees in each 100 and 300 band. 
o 'nut. major frame subsatellite point latitudes end longitudes 
are located on a 4.50 by 4.50 grid tor each MAT. The 
number at major frames located in each grid square are 





LIST OF QC-PARXME'l'ER5 COMPILED BY ERB-1 MAT DATA 
VAUDA-TION PROGRAM (MATQe} 
Orbit Number/Julian Day: 
LR Date Cheek 
DIll1 aunmary Cheek 
Orbital SlimlDAJ'Y Check. 
Number of Orbits Cheek 
Number LR/ltIF Cheek 
Number Data Gaps in OrbitlDaY 
Number of MJssfng MP in~it-/Day-
Digital Counts observatlons-"ou~t-llmits" lor- Channels 12-14 
Major trames with irradiances"out-of-llmits" for Channels 12-14 
Major trames with solar zenith qle between 990-1230 (sunrise) or 1020-1230 
<sunset> 
Major trames with the ~th-~(11-14) Flag not equal to zero 
Number of LR out-of-time-sequenee-in OrhltJDay 
Data gap between the orbit and the previous orbit 
Number ot orbits with data gaps between the orbit and the previous orbit 
Number of missing major fram.:s between the orbit and the previous orbit 
- Number of missing major trames trom-between orbits.in the day 
Number ot major frames In each of the five ERB scan modes for the Orbit/Day 
lTadlance observations "out-of-limits" in solar blip lor chaMels 12-14 
Total Jrradfance observatiOns "'at-or-limits"" tor channels 12-14 
lTadiance observations.wit"l~ta~o~lower limit, 10Cj6.." the upper limit to(> 
chanrutls 12-14 . 
Digital counts observations within 10CJ6 of lower limit, 1096 01 upper 
limit tor chanrlels 12-14 
Jrradiance observatioas in solar ~w.i~in 1496 of the upper limit (or channellJ 
12-14 
Jrradlance observations greater than 1096 above the upper limit (or channels 
12-14 
Number ot major trames in orbit/day with: 
Channel 12 FOV narrow 
Channel 11 shutter open 
Owmel12 shutter-C!losed 
Go/No Go heater on (includes 40 major crames alter heater is turned 
on tor the last time) 
Electronic calibration on 
ERB "Warm~" period 
Rejected tor any 01 the WFOV data screens 
Number o( major frames-in day -which are used in the 300 zonal 
average irradiance 
computation Cor channels 12,.13, 14 





LIST OF QC PARAMETERS-COMPILED BY NFOV DATA 
VAWA-Ti&N-P;ROGRAM (NFOYQC) 
Number ot radiance observations "out-ot-lImltsn (eh. 15-22) 
Number of radlame observ.at1oRs wItbIn--~C}f"ot lower and upper 
. "out-ot-limits" thresholdL(chd5-221 
Number of rsdfanee observations exceeding 10% ot the lower and upper 
"out-ot-limits" thresholds (ch. 15-22) 
Number ot oecurrenees ot "out-ot-llmltsn observations and the corresponding 
Data Quality Loss Interval (BQ:t.I}.blt-flag-(eh. 15-22) 
Number ot "out-ot-Umits" observations with no DQLI bit t1ag set (ch. 15-22) 
~~mber ot occurrences ot DQLI tlag with no "out-ot-llmits" observation 
(ch.I5-22) . 
Number ot "valid" rad~observat1ons(chr 15-22) 
Number of total-radfan~obse"aticns (cb. 15-22) 
Number ·~t times/major trames platinum temperature DQLI flags are set 
(ch.19-22) 
Number ot times the FOV Jatih,de,.longltllde is. undefined (equal to 22.2.22 on 
MAn tor SW/LW pairs ch. 15/19, 16/20, 17121, 18/22 
Number ot major frames on MAT 
Number ot major frames with scanner on 
Number ot times alpha encoder values are more than one count oft the 
nominal and also greater than 286. 




-o Solar data ~FeliCff-orbit is manually eheeked. Tht. average 
counts at the time oLthtt solar peak found in each orbital 
summary for channels--1-10 are printed-out from each MAT. 
Orbits which do not contain any solar data are identi:ied. 
o The following majol'-ll"ame- data is printed-out for manual 
hdPcctiun. -m=_Gteeuwfeh mean time, (2) geodetic l!ttitude, 
longitude-, -(3)- aVerage irradiance of the 4 observations in the 
majo~ trame--tor cliannelS-12-14, (4) solar zenith angle, (5) 
DSAS elevation-ralpha} and azimuth (beta) ~les, (6) 
channel 2-thermoplle-base--temperature, (7) Greenwich hour 
angle, (8)1nstrument status werd. 
2.2 Snnmary of Results 
2.2.1 Format 
The overall consistency of the format-ot-uTe-tIrst year MAT data set is excellent. 
There were several anomalies that were Tdenfified through the validation process. 
These items-are summarized belGw.-
2.2.1.1 Orbital &.ammary Start Dates 
The Julian date of the first major frame was compared to the start date in the 
orbital summary record for each orbit on the MAT's. This check revealed that the 
orbital summary dates were incorrect for at least one orbit on 65 MAT's. The 
affected orbits contained a start-~ was. one day greater than the actual 
date. The at'tected MAT's are summarized below and the specific orbits are listed 
in the table in Section 3.0. 
November 1&, 
December 10, H, -19-
January 8, llt-13t 15,17.20,23 
February 12, 17 
March 2, S, 29 
April 21,29 





June 2,. 4~ 5, 6, 9, 1Ir,IO,-21, -26 
July 19, ~u. ?A;llI 
August 4, 9, 16-,-20, 21,f4} 21 
September 6t-W n;---r7;-U, 20, 22, 28,29 
October 2, 3, 4,.10, 15, 26, 27 t- 31 
2.2.1.2 Missing °Physieal Records 
The quaUty control ot the first yea:r-'~ideIlUf!ed several MA'r.s with 
missing physical reeord(s) from the- orfgh~tapes.. '!be missiqJ records are 
identified by a 2 major frame data gap -andby--the--taet that the physical record 
number ot those major Crames- that aN lost _- wllrbe -omitted from the tape. The 
user should be aware ot the possibility-of-a-mfssing-l'ecord. About 8 percent ot the 
first year MArrs had one or more physical records-missinfo 
2.2.1.3 Hel\der Error 
There were five MAT's which originally co.1tained several major frame location 
errors of the subsaterute point (SSP) latitude-and longitude. These location 
problems stemmed from errors in -the" positioR=-v'lCtor ot the spacecraft on the 
Image Lo<!8tion Tape (ILn. The major -fioa ... .::----ort- these tive MAT's whic!l are 
affected by this problem where denot~ the SSP latitudes and longitudes 
with a value or "22222" (see MAT User's Guide, Tape ~itications Document tOl' 
turtber details of fllled aata). The "tllled" recordS wen! also denoted in the header 
record ot each MAT. The "MF" (major tr:me) number of the filled records !rom 
the beginning ot the MAT is given in the header. The MF label is incorrect and the 
record numbers actually rete!' to the "LR" (Iogical record) number Cram the 
beginnil'.g of the MAT. This LR number counts orbital summary records in the 
value given. The "tIlled" records shouJd:-beJgDoted and the data contained in these 
records omitted tram scientitlc studies. The- dates and sequence numbers ot the 
attected MA'I"s are listed below: 
Apl'U 7, 1979 
April 26, 1979 
June 5,1979 
August 8, 1979 








2.2.1.4 Missing Data 
The MAT's were each checked to identity existing data gaps. An attempt was 
made to recover additional data and ~~nerate a MAT it the gap was 
approximately two .Ab{ts or more in Ieng1tr. ~~1nstalliees the missing data 
could not be recovered. The number of J1J8jor-fismES oT3ta that are mfssi.ng trom 
within or between orbits on the MAT's hubem-tabulatectbythe MATQC program 
(See Table D-5 on page 98). Ql an average basis tor eacnTAT the percentage ot 
missing data tor the first data year wu.onl1-several-percent.. There were several 
scattered MAT's whieh were misslng greater than 20%- of the expected data. In 
addition, several MA~ are missing a ~omplete orbitCs) ot data. The orbits found 
on each of the MAn and the orbIts whtcll are- mTssq·are aU listed in the table in 
Section 3.0. The following are dates of the MAT's:nissihg one or more orbits. 
December 4, 28, 31 
Jaituary 15, 21, 31 
February 8, 18, 22, 28, 28 
}larch 18, 30 
AprU 25,28 
May 20, 2~ 28 
2.2.2 Ancillary Data 
June 1, 8, 13, 20, 24 
'~J:y-14,·lS, 22 
August-2.5-
-Se.Qtemt>er 1, S. 11, 26 
Oc.tober 3,.6, 1, 11, 14,20, 22 
There were various parameters on the first year MAT's that were checked for 
scientific vaUdit'J. In general, all data was found to be within physically 
acceptable limits. There are a few anomalies identified for various parameters 
which are summarized below. 
2.2.~.1 Solar Zenith Angle 
The solar zenith qle (SZA) of each major Crame is checked to identity and 
"screen-out" the "solar blip" which contaminates-the-WFOV data. The SZA range is 
990-1230 Cor satellite sunrise and 1020-1230 for sunset. The number of major 
frames in eaeh orbit and on each MAT in this SZA range are tabulated by the 
MATQC program. The results for each day ar"! summarized in Table 0-2, on page 
91. The nominal value of major frames in this SZA range Cor a day is between 600-
700. The lower than nominal values result from missing data at the time of the 






The SZA on the MAT's was also round to be-"out-ot-Umits" for a group ot orbits in 
January and September 19791• The SZA for the affected orbits was found to be 
within a degree of the SZA thresboJdL +l.8Ool--&nd oecurred mostly for SZA's near 




In the processing of the MA1"s-E-M-ATG-RN)--a;-+4-tl0 degree bias was introduced in 
the solar zenith angle placed on the-MAT's.- This bias results from a "round-up" 
error to the tenths place of the SZA when it Is stored on the MAT. This anomaly 
may also have caused the SZA -w--b« -slfghtly -"out-of-Umits" on the days noted 
above. This bias should not result-in any constraints towards the scientitlc utlllty 
of this data. 
2.2.2.2 Solar Azimuth Angle 
The solar azimuth angle-(SAA) on:the:M:AT's was-found to be "out-of-Ilmits" (+1800 ) 
on several groups of orbits for January and September 19791• -The SAA's were 
also found to be within a degree ot the threshold. The affected orbits are alsO 
Usted in Table D-3 on page 92 and the dates of the MAT's are listed ~low. 
January 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 8 
September 24, 25, 26, 28, 29 
2.2.2.3 DSAS Alpha and Beta Angles 
The DSAS alpha and beta angles--on the first year MAT's were found to be "out-of-
limits" for only several days in the first year. The affected MAT's are found during 
the periods January 1-13 and September 9-12. In addition, occasionally when the 
DSAS alpha angle passes through 00- the alpha and beta angles may be equal and 
non~ero. The user should be aware-of this anomaly if the DSAS data is used COl' 
further scientitic studies. 
1 Solar Earth Flux Data Tape (SEFDn, Nimbus Observation Processing System 





2.2.2.4 Solar Data 
111e average counts at the time ot the solar peak tor each orbit (given in the orbital 
summary) are examined tor solar channels 1-10. The data Is checked to determine 
consistency within each channel over-the orblrs-in aaay and to identi~ "tlll" data 
when the peak could not be fOUDd. • pbt"d eases;. when an orbital summary 
contained a "fill" value tor a perticaJal!~-maror frame data around the 
time ot the solar observation wu misaingfrom:-'the-MAT. An explanation tor 
missing solar data when the major trame data is present on the MAT hu not been 
determined. 111e average counts at the time_oLthe.solu..peaJc tor year 1 MAT data 
were au tound to be within physically acceptable Umits. The tollowing Is a list ot 
the dates of the MAT's which contain at leut one orbit with no solar data. Tho 
speeWc orbits are Usted In Table D-l 01£: page:ti:. 
November 16, 20, 21 
December 2, 3, 11;~ 
January 11, 15, 19 23 
February 12, 13, 11, 26, 28 
May 1, 3, 8, 9, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, 
25,28 
-Jun~~a,-9-, 10, 12, 13, 16, 20, 24, 25, 
28,--28,-:c29, 30 
July 2t--3, 4f-6, 7,. 16, 20, 22, 23, 24 
March 21 4, 9 10, 14, 20, 22, 25, 28, 29 
Aprill, 3, 15, 16, 21, 2'l~2S. 29 
"UIl1st- 4.-S-~7,~15, 17,20,21,24, 27,. 31 
~tember-&, 8,9, 10,14, 16, 17, 18, 22, 
25,26, 28 
October 2; (, 8,7, 14, 20, 27, 31 
2.2.3 WFOVINFOV Data 
The WFOV digital count and irradiance data tor channels 12-14 and NFOV radiance data 
tor channelS 15-22 were checked tor data "out-ot-limits". The WFOV data was checked 
for each MAT in the first year and the NFOV data was analyzed for approximately one-
third ot the total data set. The digital COUIItanctirradtanee thresholds that were used to 
screen "out-ot-llmits" observations tor W£O-'i-data is as-tonows: 











1 LL lower limit, UL Upper limit, Note: LGwet"' limit (-1096) threshclds (or 















The numbel' ot observations "out~t-Umits"'wtthin-109(J or-the lower and upper 
thresholds, and exceedf.nr the upper 10~ threshoJd-ve-ubulated by the MATQC 
program tor each channel 12-14 tor each orbit and day. The NFOV radiance "out-




LI, UL (W 1m2 ster) 
Oumnels 15-18 -20,400 .-
Channels 19-22 -20,200-
'lhe number ot observations "out~r-Umits", wWlfn-t'ni or the lower and upper 
thresholds and exceedf.nr tM lO~ lower and-upper:-tbresholds tor channels 15-22 
are tabulated by the NFOVQC program tor each orbit and day. 
The results ot the WFOV /NFOV data checking are summarized In Tables 1)-4, o-s 
and o-a on pages 93, 98 and 111 respectively. These tables contain the number of 
Irradlance observations "out~f-Umlts" for each day and the number of radiance 
observations "out~f-Urnlts" for abOUt one-third of the MAT days in year one. 
2.2.3.1 WFOV Data "OUt~f-Limits" 
The WFOV channel U-14 Irradiance and digital count data for the first year of 
MAT data are all within physically acceptable Umits-and-.are. of high quality. The 
number of Irradfance observations "out~t-U:nits" for the WFOV chaMels 12-14 is 
less than 2 percent on an average daily basis. A large percentage of the irradiance 
1 LL Lower Umit, UL Upper Umltt Note;Low~ 11mit (-10%) thresholds Cor 
channels 13, 14 and 15-22 were decreased to give more .meaningful results. 
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data "out~~-Umitsn Is within 1096 of the upper and/or lower thresholds partieularly 
tor channels 12 and 13. 111e percentage ot data "out~f-Umitsn tor channel 14 Is 
much le:ss than one percent on an average daily basis. 
111e majority of the chaJ1M11Z obsenation! within ~ :ot:tbe:.lower threshold (90-
100 W/m2) are the result of the channellZ Pfeld-ot--Vfinr"'fiI'O'f7'-lIritl narrow mode. 
111e majority of the channel 12 and 13 observations wltJiln -IQ96" of the upper 
threshold occur primarily In the ascending hall of the orbit atvarylng. latitudes and 
appear to be valid data. 111e majority of the channel-13--observat1onswtthln 1096 ot 
the JoWftl' threshold occur primarily In the decendlng half--or-the orbit and result 
from the night-time shift iii the zero-level offset of the detector. In general, a 
large percentage the ot detector "out~f-Umits" obserntJons result from the 
various instrUment tests, i.e. GO/NO GO heater and electronic calibrations, and 
are therefore accounted for by the behavior ot the instrument. 
111e digital count data wu also cheeked against appropriate tHresholds and wu also 
found to be within physically acceptable Umits. COmpariSon or the number ot 
dfgital count observations "out~f-llmi~" with -the:c-number- ot Irradlanee 
observations "out~f-Umitsn reveals sol1!e minor dfsc:repancies. 111e number of 
digital count and Irradlance observations "out~t-Umitsn tor channel 14 &greft very 
well. 111e digital ~t values, In general, underestimate the irradianee values tor 
channel 12 and 13. For channel 12 this Is due to a much stronger temperature 
dependence between the digital counts and the irradlances. This results In a 
substantial dltterencd between the Irradlance values which correspond to the 
41gltal count thresholds which are used for eheclcinc:..b--ebannel 13. the digital 
count values will underestimate the irradiance values when there are a large 
number of "out~t-Umits" observations near the lower threshold ot -10 W/m2. This 
Is because an irradlanee ot :"10 W/m2 corresponds to a digital count ot about 61.5 
and the lower count threshold Is -65. 111e useI' should be aware of these 
discrepancies when trying to compare the results ot the count and Irradlanee data 
checking. 
Ths largest number ot irradlance observations "out~-lfmits'" occurs on April 13 
and 21 when 5-696 ot the channel 13 and 14 irradlance observations were below the 
1096 threshold (-21) W/m2). These low Irradiance observations result from the 
67 
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GOtNO GO heatel" test on tor 815 and 583 major tr~es-dul'lng each day 
respectively. In Summary, the lrrad1ance observations "out-oHlmits" on the first 
year MAT's can all be explaJned by the characteristics ot the ERB Instrument. 'Dle 
WPOY dllltal CGUIlt ad frndIenee data fer cohemeJs 12-1~tberelcn aeceptlble 
for-farther .cleDti1le study. 
2.2.3.2 NFOV Data 1f00t-of-Umlts" 
111e NFOVQC program wu used to analyze 89 t~t year MAT's or about one-third 
of the entire MAT data set. 111e number ot NFOV--telJannert5-Ht radiance 
obse1'Y.ations "out-ot-llmits" represents approximately O.I96(exc:ept channel 18) of 
the- ,total data tor an average day (See TaDle D-S Gar P.r- 98). ~ -.onwave 
channels (15-18) bad a somewhat larger number of "out-oHfmfts" observations than 
tor the lo~ave channels (19-22). 
111ere- are no days analyzed where the "out-ot-llmlts" observations exceeded 196 of 
the total data except tor channel 18. A considerable portioB--o!-tba- "out-:Of-llmlts" 
observations occur near the thresholds tor the shortw.v.-~bannels -only. 111e 
majority of the shortwave "out-of-llmits" data exceeds. the::upper radiance 
threshold whUe the longwave "out-of-llmitslf data exceed the lower -threshold. AD 
MPOV (0IaDDel 15-22) radIaDee data (aeept tor .",.,.,..U--atter 1Jecember 21, 
19'18) Is therefore aeceptable for fUrther acleatfftc analJIes. 
2.2.3.3 Channe!18 Slgne! Contamination 
111e number of radiance observations "out-of-llmits" tor channel 18 abruptly 
Increases on December 27, 1978 (day 381) to about -2" percent oTthe total data 
(approximatelY 3500 <.'bservaUons) and to about 7 percent on December- 28, 1978 
(day362). 111e "out-ot-llmits" observations remain stable (about 8-1096) from late 
December 1978 to just after March 5 1979 (day 64) when they steadlly-inc:rease to 
between 25-28,000 observations per day representing between-16-1896 otthe total 
data. 111e "out-of-limits" observations are nearly all below the wwer threshold of 




FfguN 1 is an Wustraticn of the orbit by orbit charlge of the number--o! channell8 
"out~f-Umlts" observations for December 26-28, 1918 (days 360, 361 and 362). 
111e Jncreue In "out~f-Umlts" observations begins near orbit 889 on December 21 
(day 361). F~ 2 is a plot by day of the number of negatlYe=-channel-18 "oUt~f­
Umitsf' observations from February to Aprfl 1919. Alter -d8y-=A=-the number of 
"out~(-Umlts" observations Increases suddenly and then remains high . through the 
remainder of the year. It Is therefore suggested that channel 18 scanning data not 

























--- ABOVE LIMIT 
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Ftgure 1 Humber of Channel 18 ·Out-of-ltmtts· Observattons for 
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Figure ~ Nu~ber of Channel 18 "Out-of-Limits" Observations 




-3.0 SUMMARY TABLE OF ERB EXPERIMENTI1NSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
FOR YEAR ONE MAT DATA 
'lbe tollowing-pages contain monthly summaries ot the avaflableERB-1-MA!I'sdoe 
the first yev ot data (November 1978 - October 1979). 111e JuUan ana calendar 
dates ot the IrAT's, a1o~ with the sequence and version number of the scientific 
algorithm that created the tape (MATGEN Version Number) are provided In this 
table1• 111e dates that do not have a MAT avaJ1able due to the- ERB instrumenr 
be~ "OFF".are also indicated on the summary table. In addition, a notatfon ot 
_any special characteristics or anomalies ot the experiment (e.g-., calibration-at 
WPOV channels 11,12), the particular MAT (e.g., missing orbits, Incorrect orbital 
summary start dates) and/or data peculJartties (e.g., laI:p number -at 
radlances/lrtadlances "out~t-Umits'? ate summarized tor each MA-'l!-day..-

















Channel 11 Stutter Open ( > 20 Major Frames)_ 
0umne112 Stutter Closed· (> 20 Major Frames):-
Channel 12 POV Narrow () 20 Major Frames) 
BRB "Warm-Up" Period 
Electronic caubrations (> 10 Major Frames) 
GOINO GO Heater Testing ( ) 40 Major Frames) 
Orbital &lmmary start date Is incorrect (Orbit Number) 
Channel 11, 1~ CaUbration 
~acecratt Pitch-Up Maneuver 
GO/NO GO Heater Test Performed (Duration ot test period in major 
frames) 
Electronic CalIbrations Performed (duration ot calibl'atlon-pel'iod·in-
major trames) 
Missing OrbitCs) from the MAT 
Indicates problems with DSAS Alpha/Beta angles on MAT 
Several &lbsateWte F')int Latitudes, Longitudes are tmecfwfth 
a value ot "22222". 111e Header Record label "rrIF" (Major 
Frame) should be "LR" (Logical Record) indicating the Logical 
Record numberC!) ot the "Filled" data. 111e data contained- in-
these fW.:!d records should be Ignored. 
1 Any MAT's with sequence numbers different from those published in this Table 





Solar Zenith Angles "Out-ot-Limits" ( :18(0)-
Solar Azimuth Angles "~t-ot-Lfmits" 
(:1800) 
196 Occurrence 
·~entage at IIIIIjor frames in each ERB sean mode was obtained by Qiv1<fihg 
tba -Ultal number of major frames In each mode by the total number ot major 
-frames-on each MAT. The percentages are rounded-otf to the ;,.'~.': "'ho1e.-
percent.. The sum ot the percentages tor the 5 sean modes will -ytelct-th-;-I 
percentage ot time that the scanner was on tor the day <subtraction ot the "ON-" 
timl!_trom 10096 wm yield the percentage ot time with scanner ott tor the day). 
n~"'3;2: -Monthly ERB &lmm8l'Y Tables 
11\e tables on pages 14 through 85 summarize on a monthly basis the available-
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FIRST YEAR MAT DA-~A-AAALlTY T-ABLES 
Table 0-1 MANWrth -Missin(-SOJar Data 
The following MAT's" contain at least one orbit with no solar data. This is primarily 
due to mVlsiqr major: trame data at the _ time of the solar observation. The- ~ata 
as compiled by-checking for "fill" _values.1or..tbeA'lerage eounts at the time of the 
solar peak in the:>orb1ta1:~ 1'ie"(ectMd4¥aaOO:-orDtts are as follows: 




December 3, 19'18 
-December 11,19'18 
Januaq 11, _1979 
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-.January -23-,--19'19 
February 12, 19'19 
February_13,_19'19 






March 10, 19'19 
.March 14, 1979 
Marc1f20, 19'19 
March 22, 19'19 
March 25, 19'19 
-MarcoU, 19n-
March 29, 19'19 
April 1, 19'19 


























































June 4, 19'19 
JUne::S, -1'919:~ 
. ~9,..19'19 
June l~; 19'19 
.line 12~ 19'19 
June 13, 19'19 
-June-lS,19'l9---
OJUne -20;-r9'1g---
.lJne 24, 19'19 
June--ZS-,-"l919:-
June-28t--l9'1 ~ 




July 3, 19'19 
July 4, 19'19 
July_ 6J-19'19 
July 7, 19'19 
JulY 16, 1979 
July 20, 19'19 
July- 22. 19'Z9-
July 23, 19'19 
JuJy-24, -l.!l'B-
August 4, 1979 
August 5, 1979 
August '1, 19'19 
August 8, 1979 
August 15t-1379 
August 1'1,1919-
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August 24, I9H 
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October 2r 1.97.a 
October 4, 1919 
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Table 0-2 SoJar Zenith AngIe., 1IQtt-of-LiIIllaon MAT's 
The fol!owing MATs contain solar zellitfi::angIes:::{SZA)-"'bttt-or-~ .. The 
SZA's were In most cases found to within-a-degree of the- upper or lower limits. 
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4628, .e629, 4631-4633, 
----4635-4640 
-465&, 4659 4&&2 l6B_4 1661 
4683 » 
- ____ ... ...... 4# • ..- ~... .. - .. ~ 
D-3 Solar Azimuth Angle "Out~f-Limits" on MAT'S 
The following MAT's eontain solar -azi=utJt aagles (SAA) "out-of-Umits" (::1800 ). 
The SAA's were In most eases within-a-degr~ ot the upper or lower Umit. These 
errors do not affect the solar irradlances on the MAT's2. The affected days and 
orbits are as follows: 
Date 
.J6nuary 1, 19'19 
January 3, 19?9-" 
. January 4, 19'19 
. January 5, 19'19-
January '1, 19'19 
January 8, 19'19 
September 24,-U'l9-
September 15, 19'19 
September 28, 19'19 
September 28, 19'19 




992, 994, 995, 1002, 1004 
1009, 1010, 1012, 1015 
1038, 1040, 1043 
1053 
4831 




lSoJar Earth PIux Data Tape (SEFtm, Nimbus (l)servatlon Processing System 
(NOPS) QuaUty Control Report, Systems and AppUed Sciences Corporation, July 
1982. 
2SoJar Earth Flux Data Tape (SU!XL1. JIlmbus (l)servat!on Processing System 
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TABLE D-4. (Contld) 
ORIGINAL PA·3t: :9 
OF POOR QUALrrv 
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-frequen~ oCoecurrence of selected parameters tor each day checked. Column A 
-rsthe number ot observations ter which the seanner was on. Column B is the 
occurrence ot undefined latitude FOV locations tor channels 15 and 19. Column C 
is the Platinum Temperture Monitor Flag tor the tour lo~ave channels. Columns 
-D,-B, 11J1d-P-are-occurrences ot the Alpha Encoder quaUty flag turned on, Alpha 
qle more than one count from nominal, and Alpha angle greater than 288, 
respectively. 
-·--Fromm'~and P.H. Dwlvedl, 1982. VaUdation ot F'U'St Year ERB-7 NFOV 
Data. Research and Data Systems, Inc. Prepared tor GSFC under contract 
NAB 5-28123. . ': .I" 
.. :'Jltecunde-tIneOFOVlocatlons which range lrom"18-209& per day result trom 
-the-i'Q.V-over the-horizon and gimbal motion ot the scan head. For more 
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